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Abstract
The advent of efficient genome sequencing tools and high-throughput experimental
biotechnology has led to enormous progress in the life science. DNA microarray
is among the most important innovations. It allows to measure the expression for
thousands of genes simultaneously by analysing the hybridisation data. Such mea
surements have been proved to be invaluable in understanding the development of
diseases such as cancer. However, the analysis of data is non-trivial since the hy
bridisation data relies on the quality of DNA microarray. High quality DNA mi
croarray will lead to more efficient hybridisation and stronger signal and reliability.
The reliability of data is essential. Thus, the development of novel algorithms and
techniques for DNA microarray design is cmcial.
This thesis considers a number of combinatorial issues in selecting, placing,
and synthesising probes during the DNA microarray design process. A probe is
a specific sequence of single-stranded DNA or RNA, typically labelled with a ra
dioactive or fluorescent tag, which is designed to bind to, and thereby identify, a
particular segment of DNA (or RNA). The probe selection problem we studied is
to find for each gene sequence a unique probe such that every gene in the given
dataset can be identified. However, due to homology, sometimes a gene does not
have a unique probe, then we use a small number of non-unique probes to identify
a gene. The challenge of the problem is that there are many candidate probes in
a gene sequence and we have to find the right one (or a small subset) efficiently.
A randomised probe selection algorithm for DNA microarray design is proposed.
The algorithm overcomes some existing algorithms demanding optimal probes by
l

exhaustive search. We implement the randomised probe selection algorithm and
develop a probe selection software R and PS. Investigations using several real-life
microarray datasets show that algorithm is able to find high quality probes.
Nevertheless, the number of the probes selected might be too large for placing
in a single microarray, thus minimising the number of probes is an important ob
jective, since it is proportional to the cost of the microarray experiment. Therefore,
we investigate the string barcoding problem in which a set of non-unique probes is
given and the probes have to be chosen from the given set of probes. The objective is
to use an appropriate combination of probes with minimum cardinality such that all
genes in the dataset can be distinguished. An almost optimal 0(n|<S| log3 n)-time
approximation algorithm for the considered problem is presented. The approxima
tion procedure is a modification of the algorithm due to Berman et al. [10] which
obtains the best possible approximation ratio (1 + Inn). The improved time com
plexity is a direct consequence of more careful management of processed sets, use
of several specialised graph and string data structures, as well as tighter time com
plexity analysis based on an amortised argument.
After probes are selected, they are then synthesised on the microarrays by using
a light-directed chemical process in which unintended illumination may contami
nate the quality of the microarray experiments. Border length is a measure of the
amount of unwanted illumination and the objective of this problem is to minimise
the total border length during probe synthesis process. This problem is believed to
be NP-hard and approximation of the BMP problem in asynchronous synthesis is
studied. As far as we know, this is the first result with proved performance guaran
tee. The main result is an 0 (\fn log2 n)-approximation, where n is the number of
probes to be synthesised. In the case where the placement is given in advance, we
show that the problem is 0(log2 n)-approximate. A related problem called agree
ment maximisation problem (MAP) is also considered in this chapter. In contrast to
BMP, we show that MAP admits a constant approximation even when placement is
not given in advance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computational biology is concerned with the development of novel and efficient
algorithms that can be proved to work on problems inspired by biology, such as
multiple sequence alignment [11,37,74,76,81] and sequence homology search [2,
7,22,61,72]. Computational biology is incredibly rich in terms of the number and
variety of combinatorial problems it encompasses. This doctoral thesis has been
motivated by several combinatorial problems arising from DNA microarray design.
This chapter is organised as follows. We first present some related biological
background in Section 1.1. Then, we highlight the DNA microarray technology in
Section 1.2. Further in Section 1.3, the problems studied in this thesis are introduced
and are followed by the overview of the contribution of this thesis in Section 1.4.

1.1 Biological background
The section starts with the concepts of DNA, RNA, gene, gene expression, and
hybridisation process.

1.1.1 DNA, RNA, gene, and gene expression
DNA (Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid) is a double-stranded molecule twisted into a helix
like spiral staircase (see Figure 1.1). The DNA double helix is one of the greatest
1

Figure 1.1: A DNA molecule. Nucleotide G is complementary to C, and T is com
plementary to A.
scientific discoveries which was first described by Watson and Crick [94]. Each
strand of DNA, comprised of a sugar-phosphate backbone and attached nucleotides,
is connected to a complementary strand by non-covalent hydrogen bonding between
paired nucleotides. The four nucleotides are adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C)
and guanine (G). The nucleotides A and T are connected by two hydrogen bonds.
The nucleotides G and C are connected by three hydrogen bonds. By Watson-Crick
complementarity, nucleotide A is complementary to T and G is complementary to C.
A gene is a specific region of DNA that represents a fundamental unit of inheritance.
Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) is a nucleic acid, consisting of a ribose, a phosphate
backbone and four different nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C),guanine (G)
and uracil (U). The first three are the same as those found in DNA, but in RNA,
thymine (T) is replaced by uracil (U) as the base complementary to adenine (A).
RNA is usually single stranded, while DNA is normally double stranded. RNA is
transcribed from DNA by enzymes called RNA polymerases. Once the information
from the appropriate gene of DNA has been transcribed into RNA, the RNA serves
as a messenger (mRNA). The information in mRNA is then used to direct the for
mation of a specific protein by translation. The process of producing a protein from
the information stored in DNA is known as gene expression [88] .

1.1.2 Hybridisation process
Under normal conditions, a DNA molecule is composed of two strands. When a
DNA molecule is heated, the hydrogen bonds disappear, and the two strands drift
2
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Figure 1.2: When a DNA molecule is heated, the two strands drift apart. When the
temperature cools down, the double helix reappear by hybridisation.
apart (see Figure 1.2). When the temperature cools down, hydrogen bonds form
between complementary bases in the strands. These bonds are formed in places
where a match (or at least a partial match) exists. If these bonds begin to form in
corresponding parts of two strands, they will quickly and completely bind together
so that the double helix reappear. However, this is not guaranteed to happen. Bonds
can form even between strands of different DNA molecules or strands of different
length, which is known as cross-hybridisation .

1.2 DNA microarray technology
DNA microarray technology has become one of the most widely used tools in ge
nomic study. It is used for performing a large number of hybridisation experiments
simultaneously. It has been proved to benefit areas including gene discovery, disease
diagnosis, and multi-virus discovery.
DNA microarray was proposed simultaneously and independently by Bains and
Smith [8], Drmanac et al. [27] and Lysov et al. [63], The inventors of DNA mi
croarray suggested using it for DNA sequencing, and the original name for this
technology was DNA Sequencing by Hybridisation (SBH). A DNA microarray [32]
is a small plastic or glass slide which consists of an ordered series of spots contain
ing short fragments of DNA which are called probes. A probe is a single-stranded
3

Figure 1.3: (a) A probe will hybridise to a target if there is a substring of the target
that is the Watson-Crick complement of the probe, (b) Red, Green, Yellow: Probe
hybridised to red-labelled, green-labelled, both red and green labelled mRNA/DNA
sequence. Black: no hybridisation occurred.
fragment of a DNA or RNA, which acts as its fingerprint (a.k.a signature). Fin
gerprinting is the technique of identifying or confirming specific DNA fragments.
Usually, a probe is 20 —70 nucleotides (nt) long. Through the use of highly accurate
robotic spotters, over 30,000 spots can be placed on one slide [86].
The most common application of DNA microarray is gene expression analy
sis. In this technique, mRNA/DNA sequences are labelled with two different fluorochromes (generally the green cyanine 3 and the red cyanine 5) before being hy
bridised to a microarray. The probes will hybridise to the mRNA/DNA sequence
which contains an mRNA/DNA fragment that is complementary to the probe. For
example, a probe consisting of ACCGTG will hybridise to a target DNA sequence
CCCTGGCACCTA since the probe is complementary to the substring TGGCAC
of the target (see Figure 1.3 (a)). After hybridisation, a scanner will record the
intensity of the fluorescence emission signals that is proportional to the degree of
hybridisation that haveEf occurred. The spots containing probes that hybridisation
has occurred are identifiable by different colours. Areas on the array with probes
hybridised to red-labelled mRNA/DNA sequence will produce red spots. On the
contrary, probes hybridised to green-labelled sequence will produce green spots. If
probes hybridise to both red and green labelled sequence, the spot will have both
4

colour signals, as indicated with the yellow colour. When no hybridisation oc
curred, the spots will be visualised as black (see Figure 1.3 (b)). The colour can
vary depending on the mixture of fluorescence molecules. The microarray data are
then analysed using specific softwares that enables clustering of genes with similar
expression patterns, assuming that they share common biological functions.

1.3 Studied problems and previous work
DNA microarray design raises a number of challenging combinatorial problems,
such as deposition sequence design [53,79,93], manufacturing quality control [4,
44,87], microarray gene expression data clustering [77,99-101], probe selection [35,
46,54,59,62,78,80,83,90,96] and probe placement and synthesis [17-19,39,4751]. In this thesis, we study three problems arising from DNA microarray design,
namely, probe selection, string barcoding which is a variant of probe selection, and
border minimisation arising from probe placement and synthesis.
Depending upon the application of microarray, the hybridisation experiments
are conducted using either unique probes or a combination of non-unique probes
(probes hybridise to more than one target). In the case of unique probes, we can
infer the presence of a target in a sample if the target sequence hybridises to its
corresponding unique probe on the microarray. Therefore, unique probes should
be selected which leads to the probe selection problem. In the case of non-unique
probes, we will observe the hybridisation of all probes incident to the target present
in the sample. If the probe set is chosen carefully, the hybridisation pattern is distinct
from all other patterns. This gives rise to the string barcoding problem.
The probe selection problem we studied is to find for each gene sequence a
unique probe such that every gene in the given dataset can be identified. However,
due to homology1, sometimes a gene does not have a unique probe, then we use a
'Homology is the similarity in DNA or protein sequences between individuals of the same species
or among different species.
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small number of non-unique probes to identify a gene. The challenge of the problem
is that there are many candidate probes in a gene sequence and we have to find the
right one (or a small subset) efficiently.
Nevertheless, the number of the probes selected might be too large for placing in
a single microarray, thus minimising the number of probes is an important objective,
since it is proportional to the cost of the microarray experiment. Therefore, we
investigate the string barcoding problem in which a set of non-unique probes is
given and the probes have to be chosen from the given set of probes. The objective
is to use an appropriate combination of probes with minimum cardinality such that
all genes in the dataset can be distinguished.
After probes are selected, the next stage is to place and synthesise the probes
on the microarray where border minimisation problem (BMP) is brought to our
attention. This is an optimisation problem to minimise the contamination during
probe synthesis process. The following sections summarise the studied problems
and some previous work.

1.3.1 Probe selection
DNA microarray is an efficient tool for making a qualitative statement about the
presence or absence of biological target sequences in a sample. For example, we
have a database of the DNA sequences for a known family of viruses and the
problem is to identify an unspecified virus whose DNA sequence is present in the
database. What we need is a set of hybridisation tests based on good selection of
probes such that on every known family, the set of answers (red, green, yellow or
black signal on the microarray) that we receive is unique with respect to any other
virus in the database. Therefore, the probe should bind only to its corresponding
sequence, and not to any other sequence available in the database. If this is the case,
we say that the probe is unique.
The quality of the probe selection process can be expressed by the proportion
6

of unique probes found by an algorithm so that a genomic sequence can be distin
guished from others in the database. In such an experiment the presence or absence
of targets is determined by observing whether selected probes bind to their corre
sponding targets. The problem is to select a probe set that is able to uniquely iden
tify targets while containing a small number of probes. However, in cases where
the existence of a unique probe is unlikely, e.g., in the context of a large family of
closely homologous genes, the use of a limited number of non-unique probes is still
desirable.
The probe selection problem considered in this thesis is to find a small number
of good probes with specified length for every gene in the genome, that satisfies
1. Homogeneity - melting temperature for every probe should be within some
pre-defined range, to make sure that the probes are able to hybridise to their
intended targets at about the same experimental temperature.
2. Sensitivity - probes prone to self-complementarity should be eliminated, to
make sure that the probes hybridise to their intended targets rather than itself.
3. Specificity - probes should be unique to each gene in the genome on the basis
of the Hamming Distance [38] as the similarity measure2. Hamming distance
becomes a powerful tool for determining closeness/similarity and recently has
been adopted as the specificity measure [59,78,90].
The specificity check is computationally expensive and takes the most time
in the probe selection process. The brute force approach for specificity check
ing scans through the whole length-n genome for every length-^ probe and deter
mines if the Hamming distances are large enough. Such a process is expensive and
requires 0 (ln 2) time. For example, brute force specificity checking would take
2For two strings s and t of the same length, the Hamming distance H(s,t) is the number of
positions where the characters at corresponding positions of the two strings differ. For example, if s
= 00010101, t = 00011010, then H (s, t) = 4.
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about 72 hours for S.pombe genome of length 7.1 x 106 bps and is thus impractical
for large genomes. A good probe selection algorithm should be both time and space
efficient.
To further improve the quality of the probe selected, we use additional con
straints, including the rules described by [62] and those used in the Affymetrix
probe selection criteria: (1) no single base (A, T, C or G) exceeds 50% of the probe
size; (2) the length of any contiguous sequence of As and Ts or Cs and Gs region
is less than 25% of the probe size; (3) GC-content is between 40% and 60% of the
probe sequence (GC-content is the percentage of nucleotides which are G or C in
the sequence). We refer to these constraints as Quantitative criteria .
Due to its significance, probe selection attracts a lot of attention [35,46,54,
59,62,78,83,90,96]. Various probe selection algorithms have been developed in
recent years. Good probe selection algorithms should produce a small number of
candidate probes. Efficiency is also cmcial because the data involved is usually
huge. Most existing algorithms usually select probes by filtering, which is usually
not selective enough and quite a large number of probes are returned.
Previous work - selection criteria. Lockhart et a1. [62] were among the first
to study the probe selection problem. The quantitative criteria they proposed are
widely used [14,59,82,83,90,92], with some minor variations.
Homogeneity and specificity were also used in their algorithm, though the ex
act algorithm has not been published. Homogeneity is used in almost all existing
algorithms, in which is usually measured by the nearest neighbour model (NNM).
Kaderali and Schliep [46] focus on melting temperature (Tm) and compute the op
timal (the best) probe using suffix trees and dynamic programming. However, this
is too slow, especially for large genomes, e.g., it takes 2 weeks to design a probe
set for the whole yeast genome. A different formula was also used in [14,96] to
calculate Tm. Other work like [68] also only focuses on criteria related to thermo
dynamic evaluation. It is generally agreed that Tm and free energy can be used as
parameters to evaluate probe hybridisation behaviour and have been shown to be
8

useful [59]. Some researchers [73,98] argue that thermodynamic criteria may not
be adequate for microarray analysis, we leave this decision to biologists while we
mainly provide a computational tool to design probes using thermodynamic criteria.
As for specificity, there are two major measurements: Hamming distance [59,
78,90] and BLAST search [14,82,83,92,96]. Using BLAST [5] (http://www.ncbi.
nih.gov/blast/), the algorithms assume the search is done in advance and the results
passed as input. Thus, the computation time depends on the number of sequences in
the BLAST database; e.g., the algorithm by [83] takes from 4 to 12 hours to design
up to three 45nt probes per gene for most of the bacterial genome.
Sensitivity is also a popular consideration to avoid self-binding of probes se
lected. This may be done by checking the stability of the secondary structure formed
(stable means not a good candidate). MFOLD [102], Vienna RNAfold [43] and
Smith-Waterman [89] algorithms have been used in [14,68,83,96] for this pur
pose. It is worth mentioning that recently there have been other softwares devel
oped for predicting secondary structure, e.g., Sfold [26], UNAFOLD [66], though
they are not yet employed directly in the context of probe selection. Other algo
rithms [59,78,82,90,92] directly check sensitivity by eliminating probes that are
self-complementary.
Previous work - existing software. Based on the above three criteria, a num
ber of algorithms have been proposed. Li and Stormo [59] used a fast approximate
matching search algorithm Myersgrep [71] for uniqueness checking. However, the
algorithm is still not fast enough for computing probes of large genome sets. It
takes almost four days to design a length-24 probe set for Saccharomyces cerevisiae
genome (12M nt with about 6000 genes). Rahmann [78] presented a fast algorithm
eliminating candidates that have a long common factor with other genes. This al
gorithm allows selection of probes for large genomes like N.crassa with total size
43MB in 4 hours on a Compaq ES40 (833 MHz) with 16GB memory. However,
the approach only designs short probes and requires a lot of space during compu9

Figure 1.4: A barcode is a vector consisting of the hybridisation values between a
gene and each probe. 1 : Hybridisation, 0 : No hybridisation.
tation. Sung and Lee [90] attempted to reduce the time complexity by using sev
eral filtering steps and exploiting the Pigeon Hole Principle [15] to avoid redundant
comparisons. A length 50nt probe set for N.crassa can be generated in 3.5 hours on
SunFire Workstations (700MHz) with 4GB memory.
Relogio et al. [82] proposed a modified version of the Gene Skipper software;
the specificity check only considers perfect matches ignoring possible mismatches
which may still result in probes that are non-specific and bind to other sequences
in addition to the target. Tolonen et al. [92] also only considered perfect matches;
specificity checking requires no region of self complementarity of five or more bases
at either end. Wright and Church [96] proposed an algorithm which terminates once
good probes (not necessary optimal) are found. They also introduced an interest
ing concept to define probe sequence complexity based on the Lempel-Ziv (LZ)
compression algorithm [57]. Independently, this idea was also employed by [14].

1.3.2 String barcoding
The string barcoding problem , discussed by Rash and Gusfield [80], is used for
the identification of genomic sequences (targets), such as viruses or bacteria, from
among a set of known targets. Applications of this technique range from efficient
pathogen identification in medical diagnosis to monitoring of microbial communi10

ties in environmental studies [12]. The wide range of applications lead to the same
methodological problem which is to determine the presence or absence of one target
in a biological sample.
Targets identification is performed by synthesising the Watson-Crick comple
ments of the probes on a microarray [32], then hybridising to the array the fluorescently labelled DNA extracted from the unknown target. Under the assumption of
perfect hybridisation stringency, the hybridisation pattern can be viewed as a string
of 0's and l's where 1 represents a probe that hybridises to a target. This 0 and 1
patten is referred to as the barcode of the target (see Figure 1.4). For unambigu
ous identification, probes must be selected such that each genomic sequence has a
distinct barcode.
In this thesis, we study a variant of the string barcoding problem in which the
probes have to be chosen from a given set of probes of cardinality n, such that an
appropriate combination of probes with minimum cardinality is used to distinguish
between all gene sequences in a dataset S. The string barcoding problem can be also
obtained from more general test set problem, see, e.g., [10] by fixing appropriate
parameters.
Previous work. Bomeman et al. [12] were among the first to study the string
barcoding problem. They proposed two efficient algorithms based on simulated an
nealing and Lagrangian relaxation for selecting a minimal probe set to be used in
the oligonucleotide fingerprinting of rDNA clones by hybridisation experiments on
DNA microarrays. However, the running time of these algorithms does not scale
well with the number and the length of the genomic sequences mainly because of
its requirement of large memory space. The string barcoding problem has been
popularised by Rash and Gusfield [80]. In their paper, they proposed an integer pro
gramming approach to express the minimisation problem and represented strings
by using suffix trees. They also stated that the constrained version of string barcod
ing, where the maximum length of each probe is bounded by a constant with the
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alphabet size at least 3, is NP-hard. They also stated the approximability of string
barcoding as an open problem. In [56], Lancia and Rizzi showed that the string bar
coding problem is as hard to approximate as the set cover problem. Furthermore,
they showed that the constrained version of string barcoding with probes of bounded
length is also difficult to approximate. Finally they proved that both constrained and
unconstrained string barcoding are NP-complete even for binary alphabets.
Klau et al. [54] presented an approach to select a minimal probe set for the case
of non-unique probes in the presence of a small number of multiple targets in the
sample. Their approach is based on integer programming together with a branchand-cut algorithm. Their preliminary implementation is capable of separating all
pairs of targets optimally in a reasonable time and achieves a considerable reduc
tion on the numbers of probes needed compared to previous greedy algorithms.
DasGupta et al. [24,25] proposed a greedy algorithm for robust string barcoding.
Their method enabled probe selection based on whole gene sequences of hundreds
of microorganisms of upto bacterial size on well-equipped work station. Berman
et al. [10] proposed an 0 (n 2|5|) time approximation algorithm for test set problem
(TS) with approximation ratio (1 + Inn). The approximability result in [10] holds
for general test set problems which includes string barcoding as a special case. The
algorithm proposed in [10] is a greedy algorithm in which the choice of the test set
to be added at each step is determined by a suitable entropy function.

1.3.3 Border minimisation
Probes are synthesised on the microarray through the process called very large-scale
immobilised polymer synthesis (VLSIPS) [29] . In each step, light is selectively al
lowed through a mask to expose spots in the microarray in order to activate the
nucleotides in the spots. The patterns of the masks used and the sequence of the de
position nucleotides in the illumination define the ultimate sequence of nucleotides
of the array spot. A mask consists of masked (blocking light) and unmasked (allow12

Figure 1.5: Synthesis of a 2 x 2 microarray. The deposition sequence D = CTAC
corresponds to four masks M1; M 2 , M 3 , and M4. Masked regions are shaded. The
borders between masked and unmasked regions are represented by bold lines.
ing light) regions and induces deposition of a particular nucleotide (A, C, G or T) at
its exposed array spots. The deposition sequence D corresponding to the sequence
of masks is a supersequence of all probes in the array (see example in Figure 1.5).
DNA microarray synthesis consists of two phases, which are probe placement
and probe embedding. Given a set of probes to be synthesised, probe placement is
to place each probe to a unique spot in the microarray and probe embedding is the
sequence of masked and unmasked steps used in the synthesis of each probe. For
example, in Figure 1.6, the deposition sequence is (ACG T)3 and the sequence (a)
A{—)AC(—)5T is a possible embedding of the probe ACT, where “ —” represents
a space, and similarly for (6) to (d).
We distinguish two types of synthesis, namely, synchronous and asynchronous
synthesis. In synchronous synthesis, each deposition nucleotide can only be de
posited to the i-th position of the probes for a particular i, corresponding to a unique
embedding of the probe (see Figure 1.6 (a)). In the case of asynchronous synthesis,
there is no such restriction, allowing arbitrary embeddings (see Figure 1.6 (b) - (d)).
For example, Figure 1.5 shows an asynchronous synthesis in which M2 deposits a
nucleotide to the second position of the sequence CT and the first position of TA.
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Figure 1.6: Embeddings of probe p = ACT into deposition sequence D =
(.A CGT)3. (a) Synchronous embedding of p into D. (b) - (d) Three different asyn
chronous embeddings of p into D.
(d)

Due to diffraction, internal reflection and scattering, spots on the border between
masked and unmasked regions are often subject to unintended illumination [29].
This uncertainty produces unpredicted probes that can compromise experimental
results. As microarray chip is expensive to synthesise, so it is usual that as many
probes as possible are placed in a chip (i.e., as many entries are used), while unin
tended illumination has to be minimised. The magnitude of unintended illumination
can be measured by the border length of the masks used. The border length of a
mask is the number of borders shared between masked and unmasked regions. For
example, in Figure 1.5, the border length of masks Mi, M3, M4 is 2 and M 2 is 4.
To reduce the amount of unintended illumination, one can exploit freedom in
placing probes in the microarray during probe placement and choosing different
probe embeddings. The Border Minimisation Problem (BMP) [39] is to find a
placement of the probes on the microarray together with their embeddings in such a
way that the sum of border lengths over all masks is minimised. It has been stated
in [17,18] that the problem is believed to be NP-hard because of the exponential
number of possible placements, although we are not aware of an NP-hardness proof.
For this reason, we focus on approximation algorithms for BMP in this thesis.
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Previous work. The BMP problem has attracted a lot of attention [17-19,39,
47-51] and most of the existing work is experimental in nature. As far as we are
concerned, there is no known polynomial-time approximation algorithm for BMP
with non-trivial performance guarantee.
BMP was first formally defined by Hannenhalli et al. [39]. They focused on syn
chronous synthesis and the only concern became probe placement. Their algorithm
computes an approximated travelling salesman path (TSP) in the complete graph
with nodes representing probes and edge costs representing the Hamming distance
between the probes. The motivation for using a TSP tour is that consecutive probes
in the tour are likely to be similar. The TSP tour is then placed on the microarray
in a certain way called threading. Experiments show that threading is effective in
reducing border length. Since then, other algorithms [18,47^-9,51] have been pro
posed to improve the experimental results, most of which are based on ordering and
partitioning.
Asynchronous probe embedding was introduced by Kahng et al. [49]. They
studied a special case that the deposition sequence D is given and the embeddings
of all probes are known except one. A polynomial-time dynamic programming
algorithm was proposed to compute the optimal embedding of this single probe
whose neighbours are already embedded. This algorithm is used as the basis for
several approaches [17-19,47-51] that have been shown experimentally to reduce
the unintended illumination in terms of border length.
Apart from experimental results, there are few theoretical results. In [49], lower
bounds on the total border length for synchronous and asynchronous BMP prob
lem were given, based on Hamming distance, and Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS), respectively. The asynchronous dynamic programming mentioned above
computes the optimal embedding of a single probe in time 0(£\D\), where l is the
length of a probe and D is the deposition sequence. The algorithm can be extended
to an exponential time algorithm to find the optimal embedding of all n probes, the
corresponding time complexity is 0(2n£n\D\).
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1.4 Contribution of the thesis
The studied problems in Section 1.3 are biologically closely related but require dif
ferent techniques to solve. For the probe selection problem, randomisation is ex
ploited, while for the string barcoding problem, we make use of several specialised
graph and string data structures as well as amortised analysis. As for the BMP
problem, the 0 (y/n log2 n)-approximation result is based on a polynomial time re
duction of the BMP problem to the weighted multiple sequence alignment problem
(WMSA). An existing approximation of the minimum routing cost spanning tree
problem which can be used to approximate WMSA is employed. The contribution
of the thesis is summarised as follows.
In Chapter 3, we propose a new direction to tackle the probe selection problem
and give an efficient algorithm based on randomisation to select a small set of probes
and demonstrate that such a set of probes is sufficient to distinguish each sequence
from all the other sequences. We implement the randomised probe selection algo
rithm and develop a probe selection software Rand PS. The software is available on
the following website (http://www.csc.liv.ac.uk/~cindy/RandPS/RandPS.htm). The
probe selection algorithm is tested via experiments on different genomes (E.coli,
S.cerevisiae etc.) and the algorithm is able to output unique probes for most of the
genes efficiently. In terms of accuracy of probe selection, R and PS is able to find
unique probes for up to 99% of genes in the whole genome. The other genes can be
identified by a combination of at most two probes. This is a joint work with Leszek
Gqsieniec, Paul Sant and Prudence W. H. Wong. A paper with the title “Efficient
Probe Selection in Microarray Design” has been published in the Proceedings of
the 2006 IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence in Bioinformatics and
Computational Biology (IEEE CIBCB 2006), pp. 247-254 [34]. The full version is
published in Journal of Theoretical Biology, 248(3), pp. 512-521, 2007 [35].
In Chapter 4, we study a variant of the string barcoding problem in which the
probes have to be chosen from a given set of probes of cardinality n and the objec16

tive is to find a minimum set of probes that distinguish between all gene sequences
in a given set of sequences S. An almost optimal 0(n|<S| log3 n)-time (in view of
the fact that the size of the input to the studied problem is of size fi(n|<S|)) approxi
mation algorithm for the considered problem is presented. The approximation pro
cedure is a modification of the algorithm due to Berman et a1. [10] which obtains the
best possible approximation ratio (1 + Inn), provided N P % D T I M E (nloglog”).
The improved time complexity is a direct consequence of more careful management
of processed sets, use of several specialised graph and string data structures as well
as tighter time complexity analysis based on an amortised argument. This is a joint
work with Leszek Gqsieniec and Meng Zhang. A paper with the title “Faster Algo
rithm for the Set Variant of the String Barcoding Problem” [33] is expected to be
published soon.
In Chapter 5, approximation of the BMP problem in asynchronous synthesis is
studied. As far as we know, this is the first result with proved performance guaran
tee. The main result is an 0(y/n log2 n)-approximation, where n is the number of
probes to be synthesised. In the case where the placement is given in advance, we
show that the problem is 0(log2 n)-approximable. A related problem called agree
ment maximisation problem (MAP) is also considered in this chapter. In contrast to
BMP, we show that MAP admits a constant approximation even when placement is
not given in advance. This is a joint work with Prudence W. H. Wong, Qin Xin and
Fencol C. C. Yung. A paper with the title “Approximating Border Length for DNA
Microarray Synthesis” [58] is expected to be published soon.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we present first some biological concepts related to DNA microarray
design. Later, we provide basic definitions and notation that are used in the thesis.

2.1 Related biological concepts
This section starts with the concepts of free energy and melting temperature.

2.1.1 Free energy and melting temperature
Free energy is the amount of thermodynamic energy which can be viewed as a func
tion of DNA hybridisation stability [75]. Melting temperature [84] of a probe is the
temperature at which 50% of the probes and its perfect complement are in duplex.
It can be considered as a parameter to evaluate probe hybridisation behaviour.
Since different mismatches (including insertion, deletion and mismatch) have
different free energy and mismatch locations have different effects on the stability of
DNA hybridisation, simple counting of mismatches could not determine the stability
of DNA hybridisation structure. Free energy and melting temperature between a
probe and a target on a DNA microarray could not be directly calculated, because
DNA hybridisation behaviour on a microarray is not the same as that in solution
and the parameters on a microarray are not available currently. Therefore, using
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(b) Interior loop

(a) Hairpin loop

Figure 2.1: Types of loop and junction arrangements in RNA secondary structures.
thermodynamic parameters measured in solution could predict stability of probe
hybridisation on microarrays approximately.
DNA oligonucleotide nearest-neighbour thermodynamic parameters are avail
able [85] and they allow prediction of oligonucleotide DNA hybridisation energies.
The calculation is approximate, but still useful. The details about the thermody
namic parameters used in this thesis can be found in Section 3.2.2.

2.1.2 DNA secondary structure
DNA secondary structure is the double-stranded regions of the molecule formed by
folding the single-stranded molecule back on itself to form loops in the DNA struc
ture. To produce these double-strand regions, a number of nucleotides downstream
in the DNA molecule must be complementary to a number of nucleotides upstream
so that Watson-Crick base paring between the complementary nucleotides G/C and
A/T can occur. DNA secondary structure predictions are composed of base-paired
and non-base-paired regions forming various types of loop and junction arrange
ments, as shown in Figure 2.1. The stem and the hairpin loop in Figure 2.1 (a) must
generally be at least four nucleotides long. Interior loops form when the nucleotides
in double-stranded region cannot form base pairs, as displayed in Figure 2.1 (b)-(c).
Junctions, as shown in Figure 2.1 (d), may include two or more double-stranded
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regions.
All types of DNA secondary structure analysis begin by the identification of selfcomplementary sequence regions. For single-stranded DNA molecule, it can poten
tially hybridise to itself to form DNA double strands [70]. During DNA microairay
hybridisation experiments, the probe on the microarray should form a double helix
with the complementary segment of the target DNA (from the sample investigated)
rather than hybridising to itself, and thereby triggers a signal. Therefore, probes
prone to self-complementarity should be avoided for DNA microarray design. The
self-complementary criterion adopted in this thesis is explained in detail in Sec
tion 3.2.2.

2.1.3 Very large-scale immobilised polymer synthesis (VLSIPS)
Very large-scale immobilised polymer synthesis (VLSIPS) is a method that uses
light to direct the simultaneous synthesis of many different chemical compounds.
Synthesis occurs on a solid support. The pattern of exposure to light through a mask
determines which regions of the support are activated for chemical coupling [29].
Activation by light results from the removal of photolabile protecting groups
from selected area. After deprotection, the first of a set of nucleotides (each con
taining a photolabile protecting group) is exposed to the entire surface, but reaction
occurs only with regions that were addressed by light in the preceding step. The
wafer surface is then illuminated through a second mask, which activates a different
region for reaction with a second nucleotide with a photolabile protecting group.
Additional cycles of photodeprotection and coupling are carried out to obtain the
desired set of products. The pattern of masks used in these illuminations and the
sequence of reactions define the ultimate products and their locations.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the VLSIPS process to manufacture DNA microarrays. A
microarray bears nucleotides that are blocked with a photolabile protecting group.
Illumination of specific regions through a mask leads to photo-deprotection. Nu20
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Figure 2.2: The VLSIPS process to manufacture the microarrays.
cleotides in the exposed regions of the microarray are now accessible for coupling.
The first nucleotide A containing a photolabile protecting group is then attached.
A different mask is used to photoactivate a different region of the microarray. A
second nucleotide C with a photolabile protecting group is then added. The process
of selective light-directed deprotection and nucleotide addition is repeated until all
probes are synthesised on the microarray.
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2.2 Basic algorithmic notation and definitions
In this section, several fundamental computational definitions are provided.

2.2.1 Algorithm, complexity theory, and asymptotic notation
An informal definition of an algorithm [23] would state that as a well-defined com
putational procedure that takes some value, or set of values, as input and produces
some value, or set of values, as output. An algorithm is thus a sequence of compu
tational steps that transform the input into the output. Harel [40] defines it as “an
abstract recipe, prescribing a process which may be carried out by a human, a com
puter or by other means”. An algorithm can be translated into instructions that are
executable. Translating an algorithm into an imperative language involves building
the solution using data structures such as variables and arrays and joining them with
control structures such as conditional and loop statements. The main advantage of
using imperative languages is that they have been designed with the computer ar
chitecture in mind, so the way the algorithm is executed by the computer is fairly
straightforward.
The com plexity theory is a branch of the theory of computation in computer
science. The field is concerned with the scalability of algorithms, and the inherent
difficulty in proving scalable algorithms for specific computational problems. There
are two main topics under the computational complexity of an algorithm. Time
com plexity of an algorithm is the number of steps taken to solve an instance of the
problem as a function of the size of the input, using the most efficient algorithm.
Space com plexity of an algorithm is a closely related concept, that measures the
amount of space, or memory required by the algorithm.
A sym ptotic notation is a way to express an algorithm’s efficiency. Asymptotic
notation is a mathematical notation used to describe the asymptotic behaviour of
functions. When we have an asym ptotic upper bound, O-notation is used. For a
given function g(n), we denote by 0(g(n)) the set of functions
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0(g(n)) = {/(n) : there exists positive constants c and n0 such that
0 < f(n) < cg(n) for all n > no} .
Just as O-notation provides an asymptotic upper bound on a function, O-notation
provides an asymptotic lower bound. For a given function gin), we denote by
0(g(n)) the set of functions
0

( in)) = {/(n) : there exists positive constants c and n0 such that
0 < cg(n) < f(n ) for all n > n0} .
5

2.2.2 Probability and randomised algorithms
Probability is part of the conceptual core of modem computer science. Probabilis
tic analysis of algorithms, randomised algorithms and probabilistic combinatorial
constructions have become fundamental tools for computer science. Probability
provides a quantitative description of the likely occurrence of a particular event. In
common usage, the word probability is used to mean the chance that a particular
event (or set of events) will occur expressed on a linear scale from 0 to 1, also ex
pressed as a percentage between 0 and 100%. A rare event has a probability close
to 0 and a very common event has a probability close to 1.
Random is used to express uncertainty or lack of predictability. A random pro
cess is a repeating process whose outcomes follow no describable deterministic pat
tern, but follow a probability distribution. A randomised algorithm is an algorithm
that employs some random or pseudorandom choices as part of its logic. In com
mon practice, this means that the machine implementing the algorithm has access to
a pseudorandom number generator. The algorithm typically uses the random bits as
an auxiliary input to guide its behaviour, in the hope of achieving good performance
in the “average case”. Formally, the algorithm’s performance will be a random
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variable determined by the random bits, with hopefully good expected value. The
“worst case” is typically so unlikely to occur that it can be ignored. For many ap
plications, a randomised algorithm is either the simplest or the fastest algorithm
available, and sometimes both.

2.2.3 Amortised analysis
An amortised analysis is a strategy for analysing a sequence of operations to show
that the average cost per operation is small, even though a single operation within
the sequence might be expensive [69]. The basic idea is that a worst case operation
can not occur again for a long time, thus amortising its cost. The requirement is that
the sum of the amortised costs of all operations in the sequence is greater than or
equal to the sum of the actual costs. That is,
^

amortisedii) >

l< i< n

l< i< n

actual(i).

where amortised(i) and actual(i), respectively, denote the amortised and actual
costs of the i-th operation in a sequence of n operations. Because of this require
ment, we can use the sum of the amortised cost as an upper bound on the cost of
any sequence of operations.
There are three most common techniques used in amortised analysis. Aggre
gate analysis determines the upper bound T (n) on the total cost of a sequence of
n operations. The average cost per operation is then T(n)/n, which is taken as the
amortised cost of each operation, so that all operations have the same amortised
cost. Accounting method determines the individual cost of each operation. When
there are more than one type of operations, each type of operation may have a dif
ferent amortised cost. The accounting method overcharges some operations early
in the sequence, storing the overcharges as “prepaid credit” on specific objects in
the data structure. The credit is used later in the sequence of operations to pay for
operations that are charged less than they actually cost. Potential method is like
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the accounting method in which we determine the amortised cost of each operation
and may overcharge operations early to compensate for undercharges later. The po
tential method maintains the credit as the “potential energy” of the data structure
as a whole instead of associating the credit with individual objects within the data
structure.

2.2.4 Approximation algorithms
Approximation algorithms have been developed in response to the impossibility of
solving a great variety of important optimisation problems [42], Many problems
of practical significance are NP-hard, thus we are unlikely to find polynomial-time
algorithms for solving them optimally. However, it may still be possible to find
near-optimal solutions in polynomial time. In practice, near-optimality is usually
good enough. An algorithm that returns near-optimal solution is called an approxi
mate algorithm. Note that approximation algorithms are increasingly being used for
problems where exact polynomial algorithms are known but are too expensive due
to the sizes of the input.
For some approximation algorithms, it is possible to prove certain properties
about the approximation of the optimum result. Suppose that we are working on an
optimisation problem in which each potential solution has a positive cost, and we
wish to find a near-optimal solution. Depending on the problem, an optimal solution
may be defined as one with maximum possible cost or one with minimum cost, i.e.,
the problem may be either a maximisation problem or a minimisation problem.
We say that an algorithm for a problem has an approximation ratio of p, if for
any input instance I, the cost C(I) of the solution produced by the algorithm is
within a factor of p of the cost C*(I) of an optimal solution:
We also call an algorithm that achieves an approximation ratio of p a p-approximation
algorithm. The definitions of approximation ratio and of p-approximation algorithm
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apply for both maximisation and minimisation problems. For a maximisation prob
lem, 0 < C(I) < C*(I), the ratio
gives the factor by which the cost of an
optimal solution is larger than the cost of the approximate solution. Similarly, for a
minimisation problem, 0 < C*(I) < C{I), the ratio
gives the factor by which
the cost of the approximate solution is larger than the cost of an optimal solution.
For many problems, polynomial-time approximation algorithms with small con
stant approximation ratios have been developed. However, for some problems, the
best known polynomial-time approximation algorithms have approximation ratios
that grow as function of the input size n.

2.3 String problems
In this section, we briefly describe string matching, common subsequence and com
mon supersequence problems.

2.3.1 String matching problem
The string matching problem is defined as follows. Let T[0..n —1] and P[0..m —1]
be strings of length n and m, respectively. Let E be a finite alphabet, where E may
be E = {0,1} or E = {a, b,. . ., z} or E = {A, C, G, T} (the DNA alphabet). We
further assume that the elements of P and T are characters drawn from E.
The string matching problem is the problem to check whether P occurs in T,
where an occurrence of P beginning at position i, for 0 < i < n — 1, in T is
defined as T[i + j] = P[j] for all 0 < j < m — 1. It is known that the string
matching problem can be solved in time 0 (m + n), see e.g., the Knuth-Morris-Pratt
algorithm [55] and the variants of Boyer-Moore algorithm [13].

2.3.2 Longest common subsequence (LCS)
Given a sequence X = x\x% ■ ■ ■ xm, a subsequence of X is a sequence of the form
Y = my 2 ... yk if there exists a strictly increasing sequence {-¿i, i2, ..., 4} of in
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dices of X such that for all j — 1,2 ,... ,k, x%j = yr For example, Y = AGGC is
a subsequence of X = AGTGACTC.
Given a set of sequences X = { X i,X 2, ..., X n}, a sequence Y is said to
be a common subsequence of X, if Y is a subsequence of each sequence in X.
The longest common subsequence problem (LCS) is to find the maximum-length
common subsequence to all sequences in X. It is known that this problem is NPhard [64], When there are only two given sequences with length £ in X, the LCS
of the two sequences can be found in 0(£2) time using straightforward dynamic
programming [41]. The time complexity can be further improved by using the
0(£2/ log£) time dynamic programming [67].

2.3.3 Shortest common supersequence (SCS)
Given two sequences X and Y , X is a supersequence of Y if Y can be obtained from
X by deleting some (possibly zero) of its elements. Given a set of sequences X =
{X i, X 2, ..., X n}, a sequence Y is said to be a common supersequence of X, if Y
is a supersequence of each sequence in X. The shortest common supersequence
problem (SCS) is to find a common supersequence of X with minimum length. The
SCS problem is NP-hard and admits (n+3)/4 approximation where n is the number
of sequences in X [30].
For two input sequences X, Y, a SCS can be obtained by finding LC S(X, Y)
and inserting into Y the characters in X that are not in L C S(X ,Y ) while pre
serving the order in X . The new Y is the SCS. Therefore, \SCS(X, L)| = 2£ —
\LC S(X,Y)\.

2.3.4 Multiple sequence alignment (MSA)
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is a sequence alignment of three or more bi
ological sequences that places sequence positions related by function and evolution
in the same column of the alignment allowing mismatches and gaps [37], Roughly
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speaking, given a set of k > 2 sequences, the MSA problem is to align similar
subsequences in the same region. Now we give a formal definition of MSA.
Let E be a set of characters and U = {Ui, £/2, ..., £4} be a set of k sequences,
with maximum length m, over E. Let U [y] denote the y-th character in the sequence
Ui for 1 < i < k. An alignment of U is a m' x k matrix
U' =
such that \U'i\ = m' and U[ is formed by inserting spaces into Ui. For a given
distance function S(a, b) where a, b G E U { —} , the pair-wise score of U[ and C/j is
defined as 5Zi<y<m'
Uj[y}). A popular assumption in biological alignment
is that the score is a metric, that is the distance between identical letters is zero and
it satisfies the triangular inequality. The sum-of-pair (SP) score for an alignment is
defined as the sum of the pair-wise scores over all pairs of sequences U[ and C/j, i.e.,

The MSA problem is to find an alignment U' such that SP(£/') is minimised.
For example, we are given three sequences U\ = ATCGGC, U2 = CTCGCC
and U3 = TTCGCC. Suppose
0 if a = b,
1 if a ^ b and (a = “ —” or b = “ —”),
[ 2 otherwise.
. The following alignment has a sum-of-pair score of 18: 4 between U[ and U'2, 8
between U[ and U'z, and 6 between U2 and U'z .

(

Ui = A -T C -G G C -

U'2 =
U’3 =

-C T C -G -C C
-T -T C G -C C
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Given a weight function w(i, j) for the pair of sequences U%and Uv the weighted
sum-of-pair (SP) score is defined as

sp(tf» = i

E

Y,

S(UM,U'M) ■

The weighted multiple sequence alignment (WMSA) problem is to find an align
ment U' such that SP(f7', w) is minimised. WMSA has been proved to be NPcomplete. An 0(log2 ^-approximation algorithm [97] has been given via a reduc
tion to the minimum routing cost tree problem (MRCT) [9].

2.4 Elements of graph theory
Graph is a general data structure in computer science. Algorithms for working with
graphs are fundamental to the field. There are hundreds of interesting computational
problems defined in terms of graphs. In this thesis, we use several definitions and
facts from graph theory.
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a collection V of vertices (nodes) and a collec
tion E of edges, each of which joins two of the vertices. Thus, an edge e E E is
represented as a two-element subset of V : e = (u, v) for some u,v E V. Undi
rected graph is that the edges (u, v) and (v, u) are the same. A directed graph is a
graph such that each edge is an ordered pair (u, v). A directed acyclic graph is a
directed graph with no cycles.

2.4.1 Tree, binary tree, and binary search tree
An important subclass of graphs are trees. A rooted tree is a collection of nodes, one
of which is distinguished as a root, along with a relation that places a hierarchical
structure on the nodes. Formally, a rooted tree is defined recursively in the following
manner [3],
1. A single node by itself is a tree. This node is also the root of the tree.
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2. Suppose n is a node and 7\, T2, ..., Tk are trees with roots n\, n2, ..., n*,
respectively. We can construct a new tree by making n be the parent of
nodes n i,n 2, ..., n/.. In this tree, n is the root and Ti, T2, ..., Tk are the
subtrees of the root. Nodes n\, n2, ..., nk are called the children of node n.
In a tree, nodes without children are called leaves. All other nodes are called
internal nodes. The children of a node are usually ordered from left to right. A
special class of trees are binary trees, which is either an empty tree, or a tree in
which every node has either no children, a left child, a right child, or both a left
and a right child. A binary search tree is a binary tree in which each internal node
v stores an element such that the elements stored in the left subtree of v are less
than or equal to v and elements stored in the right subtree of v are greater than or
equal to v. A balanced binary search tree is a tree that is explicitly kept balanced,
e.g., AVL-tree [1], When there are n nodes in the tree, the height of tree is logn.
It is known that the operations of searching, insertion and deletion can be done in
time 0(log n) [23] where n is the number of nodes in a balanced binary search tree.
Theorem 1. [23] The operations searching, insertion and deletion on a balanced
binary search tree takes O(logn) time.

2.4.2 Minimum routing cost tree (MRCT)
Suppose G = (V, E) is a connected graph in which each edge (u,v) G E has a
weight c(u, v) specifying the cost to connect u and v. A spanning tree r for G is
a tree containing all nodes in V. The cost of , denoted by c(r), is the sum of the
weights of the edges in r, i.e, c(r) = J2(Uv)er c(u >v)- Minimum spanning tree is
a spanning tree of G such that c(r) is minimised.
The routing cost, denoted by c(P(u, v)), for a pair of vertices (u, v) in a given
spanning tree r is defined as the sum of the weights of the edges in the unique tree
path P between u and v, i.e., c(P(u, v)) =
V^€P c(u, v). The routing cost of
t , denoted by rc(r), is the sum over all pairs of vertices of the routing cost for the
t
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pair in this tree, i.e., rc(r) = J2Uv<zv C(P(U’v)) The m inim um routing cost tree
(MRCT) is the one with minimum routing cost among all possible spanning trees.
Finding a spanning tree of minimum routing cost in a general weighted undirected
graph is known to be NP-hard [45]. An 0(log2 n ) -approximation algorithm has
been given in [9].
Theorem 2. [9] There is an O (log2 n) -approxim ation algorithm fo r the M R C T
problem .

2.4.3 Travelling salesman problem (TSP)
In the travelling salesman problem (TSP), we are given a complete graph G =
(V, E ) that has a non-negative integer cost c(u, v) associated with each edge (u,v) €
E , we are asked to find a tour (a simple cycle that includes all the vertices) of G
with minimum cost. The TSP problem is NP-complete [23].
In many practical situations, it is always cheapest to go directly from a place u to
a place w, going by way of any intermediate stop v cannot be less expensive. In an
other word, cutting out an intermediate stop v never increases the cost. We formalise
this notation by saying that the cost function c satisfies the triangle inequality if for
all vertices u,v,w € V,
c(u, w ) < c(u, v ) + c(v, w ) .
The TSP problem is NP-complete even if the cost function satisfies the triangle
inequality. This means that it is unlikely that an optimal TSP can be found in poly
nomial time. Therefore, good approximation algorithms are considered. It is known
that TSP can be approximated by 3/2 (Theorem 3).
T heorem 3. [21] The tra vellin g salesm an p ro b lem a d m its a 3 / 2-ap pro xim atio n if
the w eig h t satisfies the tria n g le inequality.
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Chapter 3
Randomised Probe Selection
Algorithm for Microarray Design
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a new approach for the probe selection problem that
takes a set of known gene sequences as input and builds a small cardinality set of
probes allowing us to identify the unknown target in the sample. Instead of checking
all possible probes, randomisation is exploited. We randomly pick probes with some
minimal criteria checking. All probes are far (in terms of Hamming distance) from
each other. The proposed algorithm performs efficient probe selection and provides
unique probes for almost all target sequences in the considered genomes. More
detailed discussion on the selection procedure can be found in Section 3.2.3. Our
algorithm is quick because exhaustive search is not required. Also, we do not rely
on external software.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2, the approach for the probe
selection problem is presented. The analysis of the time complexity and the exper
imental results are shown in Section 3.3. The conclusion and discussion of further
work are available in Section 3.4.
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TA AT GC CT GG
ACCTGA 0 0 0 1 0
TGGAT
0 1 0 0 1
CGCGATT 0 1 1 0 0
GTTAC
1 0 0 0 0
Table 3.1: An example of genes and their probes. There is a 1 in an entry gt and pj
if and only if pj hybridises to gt.

3.2 Material and method
In the Section, we first present brief description of the studied probe selection prob
lem, see Section 3.2.1. In Section 3.2.2, we specify the exact criteria used for a
probe. In Section 3.2.3, we describe our randomised algorithm. This is followed
by the issue of speeding up our algorithm by some combinatorial structure In Sec
tion 3.2.4.

3.2.1 Probe selection problem
Given a set of genes Q = {gi,g 2 , ■ ■ ■ ,gn} and a parameter l which specify the length
of the probes, the probe selection problem is to find for each gene sequence & in Q a
length l probe p (that is a substring of g{) which satisfies the probe selection criteria
and belongs only to gi. If such a probe p does not exist, i.e., p occurs in other
sequences in Q, then find a small collection of probes that uniquely identifies g.
For example, in Table 3.1, we are interested in finding a unique or a small group
of probe(s) for each gene sequence in Q. In this example, probe CT is a unique
probe of gene sequence ACCTGA, while AT and GG together identify TGGAT.

3.2.2 Probe selection criteria
Every length-^ substring of a gene sequence is called a candidate. For every candi
date, we check whether it satisfies fundamental probe selection criteria: (1) Quanti
tative criteria; (2) Homogeneity; (3) Sensitivity. Any candidate that passes all these
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three criteria is called a probe.
Quantitative criteria are described by [62] and are used in Affymetrix probe selec
tion criteria: (1) the content of any single base (As, Ts, Cs or Gs) does not exceed
50% of the candidate size; (2) the length of any contiguous As and Ts or Cs and Gs
region is less than 25% of the candidate size; (3) GC-content is between 40% and
60% of the candidate (GC-content is the percentage of nucleotides which are G or
C in the sequence).
Homogeneity criterion requires that the melting temperature of candidates should
be within some pre-defined range, because a good probe set needs to hybridise to
their intended targets at about the same temperature in experiments.
Melting temperature [84] of a probe is the temperature at which 50% of the
oligonucleotides and its perfect complement are in duplex. Since it is impossible to
know the target DNA concentration, the calculation is approximate, but still useful.
Melting temperature Tm of each candidate in our approach is calculated as
AH
T =
(3.1)
A S + R x ln(c/4) 273.15
where A H and A S are the enthalpy and entropy for the helix formation, respec
tively, R is the molar gas constant (1.987 cal/(K mol)), and c is the total molar
concentration of the annealing oligonucleotides when oligonucleotides are not selfcomplementary. The nearest neighbour model is well adapted to compute the Tm
for short sequences, but may lead to an overestimate of the Tm of probes longer than
50nt. Other methods compute Tm by the formula [95] Tm = 81.5 + (16.6 log([/Va+])
+ 41[(G + C)/length\ - (500/length) where [Na+] is the sodium ion concentra
tion. However, evidence for size limitation of the nearest neighbour model and
parameters is sparse [14]. For 70-mer probes, the difference between the Tm values
calculated using this method is negligible [96],
Sensitivity criterion filters out candidates prone to self-complementarity (see Fig
ure 3.1). This is to reject all candidates who may fold back on themselves rather
■ * 777.

-----
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5’

ACGTGCGTGAATACGT
A C G T
T G C A

3’

T
G

Figure 3.1: A candidate prone to self-complementarity.
than on target sequences. Consider every segment of a candidate of length x. If
its reversal forms a consecutive length x complementary segment within itself, the
candidate is considered prone to fold back on itself.
Another useful measure for sensitivity is the free energy. The total difference in
the free energy of the folded and unfolded states of a DNA duplex is approximated
by a nearest-neighbour model:
(3.2)
where each different oligonucleotide duplex is given the subscript i, AGj is the free
energy for the 10 possible Watson-Crick nearest-neighbour stacking interactions,
riij is the number of occurrences of each nearest neighbour j, in each sequence i,
AG i(init) is the initiation free energy, and AGi(sym) equals +0.4 kcal/mol if du
plex i is self-complementary and zero if it is non-self-complementary [16]. DNA
oligonucleotide nearest-neighbour thermodynamic parameters are available [85] and
they allow prediction of oligonucleotide DNA hybridisation energies.
The thermodynamic parameters used in our melting temperature and free en
ergy calculation were estimated from experimental measurements on short probes.
Therefore, although we used both to model long probe binding stability, the free
energy values should be viewed as a function of binding stability on a relative scale,
rather than be interpreted as the absolute free energy generated during DNA duplex
formation.
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In this work, we are mainly interested in efficient selection of unique probes,
playing a role of gene signatures. We say that probe p is a unique probe for gene g
in a genome if and only if p occurs in g and there is no close occurrence (in terms of
Hamming distance, see Specificity criterion) of p in any other gene of the genome.
Specificity identifies probes that are unique to each gene in the genome. This condi
tion minimises cross-hybridisation of the probes with other gene sequences. Ham
ming distance has been used as the basis for coding theoretic approaches [31,60] to
the DNA word design problem. In particular, Hamming distance becomes a pow
erful tool for determining closeness/similarity and recently has been adopted as the
specificity measure [59,78,90]. Thus, if the Hamming distance between a probe
and every candidate (excluding those candidates from the gene where the probe
belongs to) is greater than some constant, the probe is said to be specific enough 1.

3.2.3 Randomised probe selection algorithm
In this section, a new algorithm to select probes for DNA microarrays is presented.
Initially, the algorithm exploits several filters (based on probe selection criteria) to
reduce the search space for probes. However, the main idea used here is to ex
ploit randomisation to reduce the time complexity of the search. And indeed, ran
domly generated sequences are expected to possess properties of unique probes.
E.g., probe selection criteria enforce balanced distribution of base pairs in probes
which is naturally satisfied by random sequences. Moreover, the Hamming dis
tance between two randomly chosen sequences of length i over a 4 letter alphabet
is about 3^/4, which is also highly desired property of a system of probes.
The proposed probe selection algorithm starts with the filtering stage applied on
the whole genome. For each candidate, we test whether it passes the probe selec
tion criteria (1), (2) and (3) and the candidates which fail the test are eliminated. For
'Our approach is independent from any particular specificity criterion (whether Hamming dis
tance or BLAST search) is used. Our algorithm can be adopted any other specificity criteria as a
black box.
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A lgorithm 1 Probe selection.

Input: A set of gene sequences Q, the specified length of probes Í and the Ham
ming distance threshold d with default value 5.
Output: A set of probes V.
Steps:
1: i -<= 0 and not_f ound 4= true',
2: for every gene g E Q\ do
3: while i < 5 and not_f ound is true do
4:
generate a random sequence of length l;
5:
find the closest probe in gene g;
6:
ttH (pi,q) > d for all candidates q in other genes in Q — {g} then
7:
pi is chosen as the unique probe for g, report ply not_found <= false;
8
end if
9:
i <= i + 1;
10: end while
11: end for
:

(2) Homogeneity, the melting temperature is within the range [78, 90]; for (3) Sen
sitivity, the candidates with a self-complementary segment of length greater than or
equal to 4 are rejected.
When the filtering is completed, we iterate a probe selection procedure which
acts on all genes in the genome. The probe selection procedure, see Algorithm 1,
runs with gene g £ G, generates a unique (if it is able to find it) probe p for gene g.
T his is done as follows: (a) generate a random sequence r of length i; (b) find the
closest match p to r among probes in the target; (c) check whether p satisfies speci
ficity criterion. This process is iterated at most five times which allows us to obtain
a good trade-off between the accuracy of the search procedure and its running time.
We have fixed the number of iterations to five times by testing the performance
against the number of iterations. We observed that the percentage of targets identi
fied by a single probe becomes stable after five iterations (see Figure 3.2). The code
of the procedure could be easily modified to incorporate the case when a unique
probe is not found, in this case, we check whether a combination of any two (and
very rarely three) already selected probes uniquely identifies the considered gene g.
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E.coli (probe length = 24)

Figure 3.2: Percentage of targets identified by a single probe becomes stable after
five iterations.
It should be pointed out that the proposed algorithm terminates once probes
have been found to satisfy the probe selection criteria, rather than searching for
optimal probes. In this end, we are in line with [14,78,82,83,90,92,96]. Using
this strategy, the algorithm can select probes for large genomes for which algorithms
demanding optimality are unsuccessful [46,59].

3.2.4 Speeding up methods
To speed up the probe selection procedure, we exploit an “encoding” method to
test self-complementarity and specificity. Consider every segment of a candidate of
length 4, if its reversal forms complementary segment within itself, the candidate is
prone to form a secondary structure. In particular, every segment of a candidate of
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length £ is encoded as follows:

e-i

x 4(£- i~1)

(3.3)

¿=o

where q is either 0, 1, 2 or 3 (standing for A, C, G, T, respectively) representing
the ith base of the segment. For example, a sequence ATCG is encoded as 0 x 43 +
3 x 42 + 1 x 41+ 2 x 4° = 54. Furthermore, we exploit the tabling method to speed
up the specificity checking process. We pre-compute a matrix D = [D^] in which
the rows and columns are indexed by numerical values obtained (by Formula 3.3)
from all possible DNA sequences of length 4. Each entry Dij is the Hamming
distance between two DNA sequences with numerical value i and j. For example,
if i = 0, representing AAAA, and j = 255, representing TTTT, then .Do = 4.
By looking up the appropriate entry in the table, Hamming distance between two
probes of length-^ can be quickly determined.
,255

3.3 Implementation and results
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is much faster than ex
isting algorithms especially for large genomes. For more commonly tested datasets,
Table 3.2 summaries the relative performance of the proposed algorithm with some
algorithms mentioned in Section 1.3.1. The randomised procedure selects probes
efficiently from short (24 bases) through long (64 bases) probes for large genomes.
Furthermore, the proposed approach significantly reduces the number of probes
needed in microarray design.
The length of the probes designed by existing software ranges from 20 to 70:
around 20 [46,59,62,90,92], around 30 [46,78] around 50 [59,83,90], and around 70
[14,59,90,96]. The developed software is able to design probes of various length
in this range (see Section 3.3.2).
As for the number of probes returned, some algorithms returned all probes [90]
requiring longer computational time while most of the other software return a small
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Li and Stormo, 2001
E.coli
23nt, 1.5 days
S.cerevisiae
24nt, 4 days
N.crassa
more than a week
Human chromosome 1 a few weeks

Rahmann, 2002
24nt, 32 minutes
24nt, 116 minutes
24nt, 240 minutes
space exhausted

the proposed algorithm
64nt, 20 minutes
64nt, 40 minutes
24nt, 155 minutes
64nt, 740 minutes

Table 3.2: Comparison of the proposed algorithm and other algorithms.
number of probes. We follow the approach adopted by most software and report a
small number.

3.3.1 Time complexity analysis
The brute force approach for specificity checking scans through the whole length-n
genome for every length-/* probe and determines if the Hamming distances are large
enough. Such a process is computationally expensive, requiring 0(£n2) time. In
comparison, we pick up a probe of length £ by using randomisation for every gene
in the genome, then scan through the whole genome for specificity checking. By
doing this, we do not need to check every probe in each gene which greatly reduce
the time complexity. Thus, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is 0(k£n)
where k is the number of genes in the whole genome, £ is the length of probe and n
is the length of the whole genome. Usually k is much smaller than n, e.g., in Human
chromosome 1, the value of k is 2,017 while n is 197,317,844.

3.3.2 Analysis of experimental results
The developed software R a n d P S is written in C and is developed and tested on
Athlon XP2000+ Cluster with 2GB memory. The software is available on the fol
lowing website (http://www.csc. liv.ac.uk/~cindy/RandPS/RandPS.htm). The size
of R a n d P S code is 25KB which is simple and clean while being efficient and effec
tive. Inputs of R a n d P S are FASTA formatted gene sequences, downloaded from
the NCBI website (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). R a n d P S uses a size-n array,
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Total length
of genes
4,752,411
8,783,280
7,272,320
17,484,362
33,581,216
182,887,278

No. of Avg. length Time
genes per gene (minutes)
5,253
905
20
1,492
40
5,888
60
5,471
1,329
10,633
1,644
310
1520
26,186
1,282
1,302 140,466
470

E.coli
S.cerevisiae
S.pombe
N.crassa
A.thaliana
Mouse
chromosome 2
197,317,844 2017
97,827
740
Human
chromosome 1
Table 3.3: Information of the datasets and time used for R and PS of probe length
64.
where n is the concatenated length of gene sequences of a genome, to store the
inputs, together with another two size-n arrays to store the corresponding numeri
cal value of each base in the genome and the status (candidate or probe) of each
position in the concatenated sequence.
The experiments were undertaken in order to evaluate the performance of the
developed software on various types of genomes. We report the results using sev
eral genomes that have been widely used for the probe selection problem. These
datasets have been used in experiments in [46,59,78,83,90,92]. In terms of time
consumption, for probe length 64, it takes about 20 minutes to process the E.coli
genome, 40 minutes to process the S.cerevisiae genome, 60 minutes for S.pombe,
310 minutes for N.crassa, 470 minutes for Mouse chromosome 2, about 740 minutes
for Human chromosome 1 and 1520 minutes for A.thaliana. The genomes involved
in the experiments and corresponding time used are listed in Table 3.3.
In terms of accuracy of probe selection, we are able to find unique probes for up
to 99% of genes in the whole genome. The full details of the experimental results
are shown in Tables 3.4-3.10 2. We have run experiments 30 times on each dataset
64.

2The melting temperature range has been slightly modified for longer probe lengths 48, 56, and
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Genome
E.coli
Length 4,752,411
# of genes 5,253
Probe
Number of genes requiring
length
1 probe
2 probes no probe
returned
24
4759 (90.7%) 490 (9.3%)
4
32
4791 (91.3%) 457 (8.7%)
5
40
4805 (91.6%) 442 (8.4%)
6
48
4808 (91.7%) 436 (8.3%)
9
56
4827 (92.1%) 413 (7.9%)
13
64
4832 (92.3%) 405 (7.7%)
16
Table 3.4: Results of R and PS for E.coli.
for each probe length. In these tables, the first three rows are basic information
about the datasets, which are the name of the genome, the length of the genome and
the number of genes in the genome. The column “Probe length” lists the different
lengths we used to test the performance of the developed software. The column “1
probe” shows the number of genes which can be identified by a unique probe, while
“2 probes” column shows the number of genes which require a combination of two
probes for unique identification. The percentages in brackets are calculated on the
basis of the number of genes with probes (i.e., total number of genes minus number
of genes without probes). The “no probe returned” column shows the number of
genes where the developed software did not find feasible probes.
The experimental results in Table 3.4 show that R and PS is able to find a unique
probe for over 90% of E.coli with different probe lengths. The remaining genes can
be identified by a combination of two probes. There are only around 10 genes
where the proposed algorithm did not find feasible probes. For other genomes with
similar number of genes (S.cerevisiae and S.pombe), around 95% genes can be
identified by using a single probe. The results can be found in Tables 3.5 and 3.6.
Tables 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate that for genomes with larger number of genes (N.crassa
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Genome
S.cerevisiae
Length 8,783,280
# of genes 5,888
Probe
Number of genes requiring
length
1 probe
2 probes no probe
returned
24
5481 (93.2%) 401 (6.8%)
6
32
11
5516(93.9%) 361 (6.1%)
22
40
5525 (94.2%) 341 (5.8%)
5549 (94.7%) 313 (5.3%)
26
48
36
56
5560 (95.0%) 292 (5.0%)
64
5560 (95.1%) 288 (4.9%)
40
Table 3.5: Results of R and PS for S.cerevisiae.
and A.thaliana), up to 99% genes can be identified by one probe. Finally, for larger
datasets of length over 180M (Mouse chromosome 2 and Human chromosome 1),
results are shown in Tables 3.9 and 3.10. In this case, R and PS is able to select
unique probes for over 95% of the datasets.
In the experiments, we have noticed that there are some genes with no probe.
An investigation of these genes revealed that some of these genes are duplicated or
very similar to some other genes in the genome. Another reason is that the lengths
of some of these genes are too short. Apart from these cases, the developed software
is able to select probes for all genes.
As further illustration of the developed software in terms of accuracy of the
probe set, we compare the free energy of a group of the probes selected by R a n d P S
with the optimal probes with minimum free energy, which is found by using a bmte
force approach. This is shown in Figures 3.3-3.9 on samples of one hundred arbi
trarily chosen genes for each genome. A closer look into the mean and standard
deviation (Table 3.11) of hybridisation free energy between the optimal probes and
the probes chosen by R a n d P S reveals that the probes we found are very close to
the optimal one. Thus the developed software is able to find high quality probes.
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Genome
S.pombe
Length 7,272,320
# of genes 5,471
Probe
Number of genes requiring
length
1 probe
2 probes no probe
returned
24
5061 (92.6%) 407 (7.4%)
3
32
5064 (92.6%) 404 (7.4%)
3
40
5131 (94.1%) 321 (5.9%)
19
22
48
5141 (94.3%) 308 (5.7%)
56
5154 (94.6%) 294 (5.4%)
23
64
32
5152(94.7%) 287 (5.3%)
Table 3.6: Results of R and PS for S.pombe.

3.4 Discussion
We have proposed a new approach to select (randomly) a small set of probes and
demonstrated that such a small set of probes is sufficient to distinguish each gene
from all the other genes in the genome. Almost all genes can be identified by a
unique probe, the others need at most two probes. We have implemented a probe
selection software R and PS, which runs efficiently. The software is available on
line at http://www.csc.liv. ac.uk/~cindy/RandPS/RandPS.htm.
We believe that the proposed approach should prove to be useful also in the de
sign of multiple probes. Multiple probes might be needed for several reasons. E.g.,
to accommodate a lack of accuracy in experimental work, a fault-tolerant system
is desirable. In some experimental situations, the mRNA is broken into random
fragments, which thus require multiple probes per gene.
Therefore, one of the future direction would be on identification and classifi
cation of genes by multiple probes. This requires adaptation of the proposed algo
rithm. We expect the running time to increase, yet this is worthwhile for the scenario
we described above.
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Genome
N.crassa
Length 17,484,362
# of genes 10,633
Probe
Number of genes requiring
length
1 probe
2 probes no probe
returned
24
10530 (99.2%) 90 (0.8%)
13
32
10551 (99.5%) 57 (0.5%)
25
10557 (99.5%) 50 (0.5%)
40
26
48
10558 (99.6%) 45 (0.4%)
30
32
56
10559 (99.6%) 42 (0.4%)
64
10544 (99.6%) 40 (0.4%)
49
Table 3.7: Results of R and PS for N.crassa.
In future research, it would be interesting to improve performance of the pro
posed algorithm on more complex organisms, since the structure of higher organism
differs from that of bacteria and viruses. This would lead to a more challenging
combinatorial problem.
Another direction would be further studies on sensitivity. There have been sev
eral improvements in the calculation of minimum free energy in recent software
UNAFOLD [66]. Although UNAFOLD is not yet used directly into probe selec
tion, it is important to consider UNAFOLD in probe selection as future work.
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Genome
A.thaliana
Length 33,581,216
# of genes 26,186
Probe
Number of genes requiring
length
1 probe
2 probes no probe
returned
24
22407 (85.6%) 3773 (14.4%)
6
32
24400 (93.2%) 1777 (6.8%)
9
1358
(5.2%)
15
40
24813 (94.8%)
48
29
25094 (95.9%) 1063 (4.1%)
56
25238 (96.5%) 910 (3.5%)
38
52
64
25327 (96.9%) 807 (3.1%)
Table 3.8: Results of Rand PS for A.thaliana.

Genome
Mouse chromosome 2
Length 182,887,278
# of genes 1,302
Probe
Number of genes requiring
length
1 probe
2 probes no probe
returned
24
1194 (91.7%) 108 (8.3%)
0
32
1229 (94.4%) 73 (5.6%)
0
40
1231 (94.5%) 71 (5.5%)
0
48
1235 (94.9%) 67 (5.1%)
0
1239
(95.2%)
56
63 (4.8%)
0
1240 (95.2%) 62 (4.8%)
64
0
Table 3.9: Results of R and PS for Mouse chromosome 2.
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Human chromosome 1
Genome
Length 197,317,844
# of genes 2,017
Number of genes requiring
Probe
length
1 probe
2 probes no probe
returned
1718 (85.2%) 299 (14.8%)
0
24
0
32
1914 (94.9%) 103 (5.1%)
0
1918 (95.1%) 99 (4.9%)
40
0
1926 (95.5%) 91 (4.5%)
48
0
56
1931 (95.7%) 86 (4.3%)
0
64
1932 (95.8%) 85 (4.2%)
Table 3.10: Results of R and PS for Human chromosome 1.

Free Energy of RandPS and Optimal for E.coli
Optimal -----RandPS
Experiment Number

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96

Figure 3.3: Comparison of free energy between the optimal probe and the probe
chosen by Rand PS for E.coli.
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Free Energy of RandPS and Optimal for S.cerevisiae
Optimal -----RandPS
Experiment Number

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96

Figure 3.4: Comparison of free energy between the optimal probe and the probe
chosen by Rand PS for S.cerevisiae.
Free Energy of RandPS and Optimal for S.pombe
Optimal —

RandPS

E x p erim en t N u m b er

Figure 3.5: Comparison of free energy between the optimal probe and the probe
chosen by Rand PS for S.pombe.
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Free Energy of RandPS and Optimal for N.crassa
Optimal — RandPS

E x p erim en t N u m b er

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96

Figure 3.6: Comparison of free energy between the optimal probe and the probe
chosen by R and PS for N.crassa.
Free Energy on RandPS and Optimal for A.thaliana
..... Optimal —

RandPS

Experiment Number

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96
-39
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of free energy between the optimal probe and the probe
chosen by Rand PS for A.thaliana.
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Free Energy of RandPS and Optimal for
Mouse Chromosome 2
..... Optimal —

RandPS

E x p erim en t N u m b er

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96

Figure 3.8: Comparison of free energy between the optimal probe and the probe
chosen by R and PS for Mouse chromosome 2.
Free Energy of RandPS and Optimal for
Human chromosome 1
..... Optimal — RandPS

E x p e rim e n t N u m b er

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96

Figure 3.9: Comparison of free energy between the optimal probe and the probe
chosen by Rand PS for Human chromosome 1.
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OPT
R and PS
Absolute Difference
E.coli
0.042 (0.016)
-45.991 (1.288) -45.949(1.272)
S.cerevisiae
-44.625 (1.347) -44.586(1.329)
0.039(0.018)
S.pombe
-45.989 (0.863) -45.609 (0.805)
0.380 (0.058)
N.crassa
-45.490 (2.196) -45.149(1.915)
0.341 (0.281)
A.thaliana
-44.439 (2.200) -44.098 (2.025)
0.341 (0.175)
Mouse chromosome 2 -46.363 (0.579) -45.937 (0.516)
0.426 (0.063)
Human chromosome 1 -46.020 (0.544) -45.676 (0.534)
0.344 (0.010)
Table 3.11: Comparison of mean and standard deviation of free energy between the
optimal probe and the probe chosen by R and PS. The values are represent by mean
(standard deviation).
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Chapter 4
Faster Algorithm for the set variant
of the String Barcoding Problem
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we improve the time complexity 0 (n 2 \S\) of the approximation
algorithm for the test set problem proposed by Berman et al. [10], which solves also
the variant of the string barcoding problem adopted here. The proposed algorithm
works in almost optimal time 0(n|<S| log3 n) in view of the fact that the size of the
input to the studied problem is of size i)(n|c>|) (the input is very often expressed as
the binary matrix with |*S| rows and n columns, where the entry (i,j) set to 1 (0)
means that substring j belongs (does not belong) to string i, see Table 4.1). The
improved time complexity is a direct consequence of more careful management of
processed sets, use of several specialised graph and string data structures as well as
tighter time complexity analysis based on the amortised argument.
The chapter is organised as follows. We present first a short description of the
studied variant of the string barcoding problem and basic notation and definitions
used later in the chapter, see Section 4.2.1. In Section 4.2.2, we highlight implemen
tation differences between the proposed algorithm and its counterpart from [10],
This is followed by a detailed description of specialised data structures used by the
proposed algorithm, see Section 4.2.3. The analysis of the time complexity based on
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AC c GA
AGGT
0 0 0
ACCTGA
1 1 1
TGGAT
0 0 1
GCA
0 1 0
CGCGATT 0 1 1
1 1 0
GTTAC
Table 4.1: An example of genes and their probes. There is a 1 in an entry g%and pj
if and only if pj hybridises to gt.
an amortised argument is presented in Section 4.2.4. The conclusion and discussion
of further work are available in Section 4.2.3.

4.2 The method to solve string barcoding problem
We start this section with a short introduction to the (limited) variant of the string
barcoding problem.

4.2.1 String barcoding problem
Given a set of \Q\ gene sequences (targets), Q = {gi,g 2 , •••, 9 \g\}- The objective is
to find as small as possible set of elements (probes) V = {pi,p2, ■■ ■ ,pm} from a
given set of substrings of strings in Q with cardinality n, such that, for any pair of
strings gi}gj G G, there is at least one probe p e V that is a substring of gt or gv but
not two of them. We say V distinguishes G if this property holds. The hybridisation
pattern can be viewed as a string of m zeros and ones, referred to as the barcode of
each target sequence in G■
For example, let Q be the set of input strings {AGGT, ACCTGA, TGGAT,
GCA, CGCGATT, GTTAC}. Then, the setP = {AC, C, GA} with cardinality 3
gives the set of valid barcodes (shown in Table 4.1) for the input sequences in Q.
For simplicity of presentation, we assume here that n is a power of two. Other53

wise, the set of n elements can be extended by some dummy elements. We use
to denote the set of consecutive integers {i, i + 1 , j — 1, j } and P(T) to denote
the power set of a set T C [0..n — 1]. The complement [0..n — 1] \ T of T is de
noted by T. The cardinality of a set T is represented by |T|. We say that a set T
distinguishes two elements x, y G [0..n —1] where x ^ y, if |{x, y} Pi T\ = 1.
Definition 4. (Test set problem T S )
Instance: (n , S ) where S c P([0..n —1]).
VALID SOLUTION: A collection T = {T o,T i, ...,T |r |-i} Q *S such that for every
pair of distinct integers x, y G [0..n — 1], there exists T G T that distinguishes x
and y.
Objective: minimise \T\.
Example 1: Let n = 3 and S = {{0}, {1}, {0,1}}. Then, T = {{0}, {0,1}} is a
valid solution since {0,1} distinguishes 0 from 2 (|{0,2} D {0,1}| — 1) as well as 1
from 2 (|{1,2}fl{0,1}| = 1) while {0} distinguishes 0 from 1 (|{0,1} D {0}| = 1).
Definition 5. (Equivalence relation =T )
Assume that a collection T is a valid solution to the instance (n , S ) of the test set
T
problem. An equivalence relation = is defined on [0..n — 1] and the collection T,
7"
where for any i , j G [0..n — 1], i = j if and only if\/T G T, either { i , j } C T or
7*
{i, j} fl T = 0. The equivalence relation = partitions [0..n —1] into m equivalence
classes, where the Ith equivalence class is denoted by E (T, l), for Z= 0,l,...,m —1
and let E(T) = {E (T, 0), E (T , 1 ) , E (T, m - 1)}.
7"
Note that each non-trivial equivalence class E (T, l) of = is a product of the
form Tq n Ti... D T*t \_v where Tfc* = Tk or Tfc* = Tk, for k = 0 , l , \ T \ - 1.
Definition 6. (Entropy function Hr)
The entropy function Hr is defined as Hr = log2(Il^Q1|P(T , /)|!) where m is the
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n u m b er o f equ ivalen ce cla sses in E ( T ) .

Example 2: Let T = {T0}, where T0 = {2,3,4} and n = 8. Then, E (T, 0) = T0 =
{2,3,4}, E (T, 1) = % = {0,1,5,6,7}. So, E (T) = {{2,3,4}, {0,1,5,6,?}} and
Hr = log2((3!)(5!)) « 9.492.
Example 3: Let T = {T0,Ti} where T0 = {2,3,4}, Ti = {1,3,5,7} and n = 8.
Then, E (T, 0) = T0n 7 \ = {3}, E (T, 1) = T0nT\ = {2,4}, E (T , 2) = 7bnTi =
{1,5,7}, E (T, 3) = %CO\ = {0,6}. As a result, E (T) = {{3}, {2,4}, {1, 5, 7}, {0, 6}}
and HT = log2((l!)(2!)(3!)(2!)) « 4.585.
Definition 7. (Combination of equivalence relations
A combination of two equivalence relations =T and T=f on the set [0..n —1] is defined
as E (T) ® E(T') = E (T U T).
Definition 8. (Basic block)
A basic block B(i, l) is a set of consecutive integers [(i — 1) x n / 2 l..i x n /2 l — 1],
where 1 < * < 2l and 0 < l < log n.

4.2.2 String barcoding algorithms
In this chapter, we propose a more efficient implementation of the algorithm due to
Berman, DasGupta and Kao [10] for the T S problem.
Algorithm 2 Berman, DasGupta and Kao [10]

1: r = 0;

2: while H r ^ 0 do
3: select a Tj e S \ T that minimises LTtu{t,};
4: T = TU {Tj}l
5: end while
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As mentioned earlier, Berman et al. [10] proposed an 0 ( n 2|<S|) time approxi
mation algorithm for T S with the approximation ratio (1 + Inn). In each round
of their algorithm, where rounds correspond to consecutive iterations of loop while
in Algorithm 2, they compute combinations E(T) 0 E({Tj}) for all Tj 6 S \ T.
They also select Tj that minimises the entropy function -Htu{t,} and then move Tj
(from S \ T) to the collection T. Since for each remaining Tj, a naive computa
tion of E(T) 0 E({Tj}) and HTj{Tj} takes time fl(n), and since for most rounds,
|<S \ T| = 0(|«S| ), each round requires time Q(n|<S|). Algorithm 2 is executed in at
most n — 1 rounds because n integers can be separated by at most n — 1 sets from S
in the worst case. Therefore, the total complexity of Algorithm 2 is 0 ( n 2|<S|). Note
also that in Algorithm 2, no information about E(T) 0 E({Tj}) and the entropy
H t u {t3} is kept for future use in later rounds (apart from Tj that minimises the
entropy function).
Algorithm 3 Amortised algorithm
1: T(0) = 0;
2: for j = 1, 2 ,..., |<S| do
3: Compute .E({[0..n — 1]} U {Tj});
4: end for
5: T(0) = Tj such that Tj minimises
6: for (i = 1; HT(i-1) ± 0; i + +) do
7: /* i is the number of current round */
8: T ( i ) = T ( i - l ) U { r ( i - l ) } ;
9: for j = 1,2,..., |<S| do
10:
Compute E (T (i) U {Tj}) by applying E (T (i — 1) U {Tj}) 0 E(T (i —1) U
11:
12:
13:
14:

end for
T (i) = Tj such that Tj minimises Hr(i)\j{T3}\
end for
return T ( i — 1);

In this chapter, the main idea is to store and to utilise information about all
previously computed combinations E(T) 0 E({Tj}) together with the history of
their entropies computation (see Algorithm 3). This is to reduce the overall time
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complexity. Let T(i — 1) be the selected set that minimises the entropy function at
the end of round i—1. Let T(i) = {T(0), T( 1),..., T(i —1)} represent the collection
of sets selected as part of the solution in rounds 0 , 1 , i. Since we keep records on
all combinations E {T {i —\))® E({Tj}) obtained in round i —l, later during round i,
we can compute E(T(i) U {Tj }) applying E (T (i —1) U{Tj}) <g>E (T (i —1) U{T(i —
1)}) rather than via direct computation of E(T(i) U {Tj}) as it is done in Berman
et al. algorithm. We introduce a new concept of hierarchical data structure (see
Section 4.2.3) that allows to represent and manipulate equivalence classes E(T(i) U
{Tj}) and E(T(i) U {T(i — 1)}) efficiently. Moreover, we make use of a directed
acyclic graph to compute the history of the entropies (see Section 4.2.3).

4.2.3 Implementation details: analysis of data structures
We introduce a hierarchical data structure Ti to represent, compare and process
efficiently a dynamic collection of sets C of small integers, i.e., subsets of [0..n —1],
Initially C = S, and later it contains all (including intermediate) subsets of [0..n —
1] corresponding to all considered equivalence classes generated by Algorithm 3.
The new data structure allows equality tests on two sets from the collection to be
performed in constant time. Moreover, single element insertions to and deletions
from any set from the collection are implemented in poly-logarithmic time.
Binary tree representation of a set
In principle, each set S in C is represented by a binary tree structure Ds (of pointers)
defined as follows. In each tree, there are exactly log n + 1 levels enumerated from 0
(root level) to log n (leaf level). At the level l there are 2l nodes. Each internal node v
in the tree is the parent of two children, the left child l(v) and the right child r(v).
Moreover, each node of the tree representing S stores information about the content
of S projected on a specific basic block, chosen according to the following rule.
The root of the tree stores information about the content of S projected on B (l, 0).
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X.

...

w' B(i, logra)
Figure 4.1 : Binary tree representation of a set.

And later if a parent node v on level l stores the information about the content
of S projected on B(i, l), then l(v) and r(v) store information about the contents
of S projected on B(2i — 1, l + 1) and B(2i,l + 1) respectively. For example, the
leaves store information about the content of set S projected on consecutive basic
blocks £ ? (l,lo g n ), £?(2,logn ), . . . , B(i,logn), ..., B(n, lo g n ) which are either
empty sets or singletons (see Figure 4.1).
Hierarchical data structure for a collection of sets
The nodes of binary tree structures representing sets from the collection C whose
contents refer to the same basic block correspond to each other and we say that
they belong to the same group. The binary tree structures representing sets in C
are stored in the hierarchical data structure Ti in a compact form, where two cor
responding nodes (associated with the same basic block) in different trees with the
same content (the same subset of [0..n — 1]) are represented by a single node in Ti
(see Figure 4.2). In order to create Ti (from the trees) and further manipulate it
efficiently, we introduce a variant of the naming method (see e.g. [52]).
Naming method The naming method adopted here requires application of a system
of counters and balanced binary search trees. Each group of nodes based on a
specific basic block B(i, l), for 0 < i < n —1 and 0 < l < log n, requires a separate
counter C^i (that is used to generate new names within the group of nodes) and a
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Tree Di
B(i, l) &C...

Tree Di

Figure 4.2: Hierarchical data structure for a collection of sets.
balanced binary search tree Titi (that keeps all used names in the group of nodes
indexed by the pair of children’s names). In each tree of the collection embedded
in H, the nodes get integer names, level by level, starting from the lowest level log n.
The counters are initialised to value 0 and the balanced binary search trees are set
to be empty. At the bottom level (log n), the z-th leaf, for any 0 < i < n — 1, in the
tree representing S (embedded in H) is given name 0 if {¿} PIS = 0 and 1 otherwise.
Above that, at each consecutive higher level 1 < / < log n in every tree Ds, for
all S G C, and at every internal node v e Ds associated with some
we
first check whether the pair of names (N(l(v)), N(r(v))) already occurs as the pair
of names of children of some corresponding node w in some other tree Ds>. This
can be done in time O(logn) by searching for the pair (N(l(v)), N(r(v))) as the
key in the balanced binary search tree Titi. If the pair (N(l(v)), N(r(v))) does not
occur as the key in Titi, we increase the counter Cl t by 1 and assign its new value
as the name of v. Moreover we insert to Ti:i a new record with the content N(v)
and the key (N(l(v)), N(r(v))). This is also done in time O(logn). Otherwise, if
there already exists a node w such that (N(l(v)), N(r(v))) = (N(l(w)), N(r(w))),
v adopts the name of w, i.e., N{y) = N(w), and v is represented by the node w
in 7i.
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Lemma 9. The initialisation of the hierarchical structure Tt is done in time 0(n|<S| log n).
Proof. The nodes in the hierarchical structure Ti get integer names , level by level,
starting from the lowest level log n. As explained above, the computation of a single
name including manipulation of respective data structure in TL requires time O (log n).
At each level / for 0 < / < log n, there are at most 2*|<S| nodes to be named. Thus,
to generate names of nodes at level l in TL requires time 0(2i|5| logn). In con
clusion, the initial computation of the names of all nodes in TL is done in time
O(^l=o°gn 2^51 logn), which is 0(n|<S| logn).
□
Set operations
In the amortised analysis argument provided in section 4.2.4, we use three oper
ations performed on sets from the dynamic collection C. Namely, equality test
Eq(S, S') for the contents of two sets S, S' E C, i.e., whether S = S', deletion
operation Delete(S, x) that removes x from S, i.e., S = S \ {x} and insertion
operation Insert(S,x) that adds x to S, i.e., S = S U {x}. When we perform
equality test Eq(S, S') on two sets from C, we only need to compare the names of
nodes representing sets S and S' in TL. This can be done in constant time. When
we remove an element x from a set S (Deleters, x)), we change the name from 1
to 0 of the appropriate node v representing x in S located at the bottom level in TL
and then we update the names of all nodes on the path from the node v to the node
representing the whole set S at the top level of TL. Since there are O(logn) names
to be changed at different levels in TL and the computation of the name of a node
in TL requires time O(logn) as explained in Section 4.2.3, the deletion operation
takes time 0(log2 n). The insertion operation (Insert{S, x)) is implemented analo
gously (where we change name from 0 to 1 at the bottom level of TL) to the deletion
operation. As a result, we get the following lemma.
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Lemma 10. The structure TL provides a mechanism for 0(1)-time equality test for
two sets in C and 0(log2 n)-time single element removal from and insertion to a set
in C.
Efficient cross-examination of equivalence classes
Note that in any advanced round i of Algorithm 3 each equivalence relation E (T (i—
1) U {Tj}) may potentially have O(n) equivalence classes. Thus a naive crossexamination with all classes in E (T (i —l)U{T(i —1)}) (see line 10 in Algorithm 3)
may lead to ii(|«S|n) comparisons during each round. And since the number of
rounds may be as large as min(|«S|, n) we would see no improvement in the time
complexity in comparison with the algorithm presented in [10].
In order to reduce the number of cross-examined equivalence classes we provide
another data structure SL (structured list of equivalence classes) based on unique
names of classes available in the hierarchical structure Tt and defined as follows.
Assume that during round i we have an equivalence relation E (T (i — 1)) formed
of c equivalence classes E x = E (T (i — 1), 1
Ec = E (T (i — 1), c), s.t., each
class Ex = E (T —1), x) is potentially split into two classes E^ and E f (possibly
empty) in E(T(i)) = E (T (i — 1) U {T(i — 1)}) (see Figure 4.3). Also each
equivalence relation E (T (i — 1) U {T)}) potentially bears two subclasses Ex ^ and
E x ^ (possibly empty) for each E (T (i —l),z) G E (T (i — 1)). We assume that at
the beginning of round i the structure SL is formed of c lists Lx, L 2 , .., Lc, s.t., each
Lx associated with Ex contains all different pairs of subclasses (multiplicities are
(2

E(T(i - 1) U (T)})
E(T(i - 1))

£ (T (i-l)u { T (* -l)} ) [

Et

][

Et ][Et][

Et

][...][^ ][

]

] [ . . . ] [ E(T(i-l),c)

]

] [ ... ] [

Figure 4.3: Cross-examination of equivalence classes.
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discarded to avoid dummy cross-examinations) of Ex present both in E (T (i — 1) U
{T (i—1)}) and in each E (T(z ■—1) U{Tj}). On the conclusion of round i each list Lx
in SL is split (if needed) into two lists associated with two equivalence classes Ex
and E^, where each of these lists contains now all pairs of different subclasses in
new E {T(i) U{Tj }). Finally note that since every cross-examination of two different
pairs of sub-classes results in creation of new equivalence classes (at least one split)
the number of all cross-examined pairs can be bounded by 0(|<S| ■ n). The total cost
of all handling the structured list of equivalence classes has to be multiplied by the
factor of 0(log2 n) which refers to access to and location of new equivalence classes
in the hierarchical structure H. This results in the total complexity 0 (|5 |n log2 n).
Entropy function calculation
The entropy function is computed dynamically on the basis of a directed acyclic
graph G (see Figure 4.4) gradually expanded during consecutive rounds of Algo
rithm 3. We keep at each node in G the name and the size of the equivalence class
it represents. At the end of round i, for 0 < i < n — 1, all values of the entropy
function Hr(i)u{Tj}, for all Tj e S \ T(i), are calculated. The set Tj which min
imises Hr(i)\j{Tj} is selected as T(i). The use of G allows to reduce the overall cost
(on the top of handling the hierarchical structure H ) of computation of the entropy
function to 0(|S|n). We prove later that this cost is linear in the total number of
splits of equivalence classes E(T(i) U {Tj}) represented by nodes in TL through out
consecutive rounds of Algorithm 3.
Recall that in a directed graph, nodes without successors are called sinks, and
nodes with no predecessors are called source nodes. The acyclic graph G is created
and maintained as follows. At the top level of G, see Figure 4.4, we place |<S|
nodes labelled by Rv for 1 < j < |<S|, where each node represents the whole
range [0..n — 1] before any of T, 6 5 is introduced. These nodes will be the
only sinks in G throughout the duration of the algorithm. In round 0, each set Rj
is partitioned into Tj and Tj (the complement of Tj). The nodes labelled by the
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names of Tj and Tj become temporary sources. They are inserted into G as the
predecessors of the sink labelled by Rr The entropy function H{RjyU{Tjy = H{Tjy
is calculated directly on the basis of information available in newly generated nodes
(the sizes of Tj and Tj) and its value H{Tjy is stored at the sink labelled by Rj,
for 1 < j < |<S|. The set Tj which minimises H ^ } is selected as T(0).
Later, at the beginning of round i, each source node in G is labelled by the
name of some equivalence class £ G E(T(i —1) U {Tj}) represented by some node
in TL. We also have T(i — 1) which is calculated during round i — 1. Note that if
£ %T(i — 1) and £ DT(i — 1 ) ^ 0 (intersection of £ and T{i — 1) is non-trivial),
the source node labelled by the name of £ becomes a successor of two new nodes.
We also say that £ is split. The two new nodes are labelled by the names of two new
equivalence classes £ fl T(i — 1), £ D T(i — 1) G E(T(i)) <g>E({Tj}). If any two
newly obtained equivalence classes £j G E(T(i)U{Tj}) and £j> G T(T('i)u{T,/}),
for j ^ j', have the same content, they are represented by the same node in G called
a branching node. We colour all branching nodes as well as all sinks to black, see
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Figure 4.4. All other nodes in G remain white. Moreover, we create a collection of
express links such that every (black or white) node v is connected via express link to
the first black nodes w o n a directed path leading to any Rj reachable from v. The
following lemma holds.
Lemma 11. A structure of all nodes connected via express links from any node v
in G forms a tree rooted in v with all Rjs reachable from v as leaves, where the
number of leaves subsumes the number of internal nodes.
Proof By construction, every node v is connected via express link to the first black
nodes w which can either be a branching node or a sink. Moreover, the directed
express path rooted from v will finally reach some sink labelled by Rj. This holds
due to the set represented by v must be a subset of some range [0..n — 1] which is
——+
a sink in G- Therefore, the structure of all nodes connected via express links from
any node v forms a tree where v is the root and all RjS reachable from v are the
leaves. Assume that a node v in G is connected to x sinks which are the leaves in
the spanning tree of v. There are at most x — 1 branching nodes in the spanning tree
of v.
□
The value Rr(i)u{Tj} computed in round i only needs to be updated when a tem
porary source v connected to Rj is split into two new nodes. Let the size of v be s
and the sizes of the two new nodes be si and S , respectively. Recall the definition of
the entropy function, when a split happens, fir(i)u{ri} =
ffir(t) • The frac
tion
can be delivered to the sink via the spanning tree of v. In such a way,
Hr(i)u{Tj} can be calculated efficiently and the set Tj which minimises //r(t)u{T,}
is selected as T(i).
2

Lemma 12. Let C(i) be the number of splits of equivalence classes in round i. The
maintenance cost (on the top of manipulation ofTC) of G in round i is 0(C(i)).
Proof. Assume that a node v (corresponding to some equivalence class) in G is
connected to x (the number equivalence relations containing u as a class) sinks.
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Figure 4.5: Two different pairs of equivalence classes.
When v gets split, x sinks have to be informed and updated. By Lemma 11, this is
done in time O(x) due to the presence of express links in the spanning tree spanned
on at most x — 1 branching nodes. Therefore, the maintenance cost of G in round i
□
is 0(C(i)).
Corollary 13. Since the total number of splits in all sets Rj is no more than |<S|(n —
1) the on-line maintenance of all current values of the entropy function is done at
cost 0(|<S|n).

4.2.4 Amortised analysis
In this section we show that the total cost of the proposed string barcoding procedure
is 0(n|<S| log3n).
Assume that during round i two different pairs of equivalence classes {a, a') and
(/?, /?'), where a — and a’ = E3f form a split of a class Ex = E (T (i — 1), x)
(in E {T (i — 1)) caused by T{i — 1) and (3 = E x ^ and ¡3 = Ex ^ form a split of
the same class Ex caused by T(j), are available in the list Lx (see Figure 4.5). As
the result of cross-examination we obtain new four sets aP = a fl P, af? = a n /?'
a'P = a' fl P, and a'P' = a' PI P' that form two new pairs of equivalence classes
(iaP, aP') and {a'P, a'P') to be considered during the next round. Assume also that
Ice'| < |a| (note that information about the sizes of a and a' can be either kept
in the hierarchical structure Ti or it could be computed on line from the size of a
superclass formerly split into a and a'). The proposed algorithm takes all elements
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(one by one) from a' and searches for their occurrences in (3 and /?'. When an
element is located in /? it is moved to the set a'/3 otherwise it is moved from ¡3' to
a'¡3'. When this process is finished whatever is left in ¡3 becomes a(3 and whatever
remains in (3' becomes a(3'. The split operation is completed.
In the amortised analysis argument we would like to trade in tested elements
from a' for the total cost of the proposed string barcoding procedure. Thus in round
i the equivalence classes in all E(T(i) U Tj) overlapping with Ex will be updated
at the uniform cost |a'|, for each Tj outside of T(i). And this is happening only
when a' is non-empty, otherwise no cost is charged (there will be no pair (a, a') in
Lx) since there will be no immediate split of classes (3 and (3' in E (T (i —1) U Tj).
Also when (a, a') = ((3, ¡3') no split is required, and indeed in this case both pairs
appear as one in Lx. Since we always charge the cost of a split to a smaller set a'
(i.e., |a'| < |a|) every element in each E (T (i — 1) U Tj) will be charged at most
logn times during the whole execution of Algorithm 3. Note also that the search
in ¡3 and ¡3' for each charged element takes time 0(log2 n). This is done with a
help of the hierarchical structure Ti and the procedures DeleteQ and Insert(), see
section 4.2.3. This means that the total charge across all (|«S|) equivalence relations
E (T (i —1) U Tj) can be limited to 0(|<S|nlog3 n).
Theorem 14. Algorithm 3 is 0(|<S|n log3 n)— time string barcoding approximation
procedure with the approximation ratio 0(1 + logn).
Proof. The time complexity follows from the amortised argument presented above.
The 0(1 + logn) approximation ratio is provided by the algorithm presented in
[10], i.e., the proposed string barcoding procedure does not change sets selected to
the final solution. We just show how to perform the selection process in a more
efficient way.
□
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4.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we improved on the time complexity 0 (n 2|<S|) of the approximation
algorithm for the test set problem proposed by Berman et al. [10], which solves also
the variant of the string barcoding problem adopted here. The proposed algorithm
works in almost optimal time 0(n|<S| log3 n) in view of the fact that the size of the
input to the studied problem is of size f2(n|5|).
Among problems to be still addressed in the context of this work is efficient
design of fault-tolerant barcodes in which every pair of strings are separated by two
(or more) probes available in the pool of precomputed probes.
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Chapter 5
Approximating Border Length for
DNA Array Synthesis
In this chapter, approximation of the border minimisation problem (BMP) in asyn
chronous synthesis is studied which is believed to be NP-hard. As far as we know,
this is the first result with proved performance guarantee. The main result is an
0 (v ^ lo g 2 n)-approximation, where n is the number of probes in the microarray.
This is based on an approximation algorithm for the variant when the placement
of probes is given in advance (called P-BMP problem) and we are asked to find the
embeddings to minimise the total border length. We show that P-BMP is 0(log2 n)approximable. We further show that if the array is one-dimensional, P-BMP can be
solved optimally in polynomial time and there is a constant approximation for BMP.
On the other hand, we show that BMP can be defined as the maximum agreement
problem (MAP) with a different objective called “agreement”. Minimising the bor
der length is equivalent to maximising the agreement. Yet we are able to devise
0(^-approximation algorithms for MAP regardless of whether the placement is
given in advance or not.
Technically speaking, the result is based on a reduction of BMP problem to the
weighted multiple sequence alignment problem (WMSA) [65,91]. We employ an
approximation algorithm for WMSA, which is based on a result for the minimum
routing cost spanning tree problem (MRCT) [9,20].
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Organisation of the chapter. In Section 5.1, definitions and notation are given.
In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we present and analyse approximation algorithms for BMP
and MAP, respectively. Finally we give a conclusion and discuss some future work
in Section 5.4.

5.1 Introduction
We are given a set of n length-^ probes V = {pi,P 2 , ■ ■ ■ ,Pn}- For any sequence
P i, we denote the i-th character of a sequence p%by pt [t]. The probes in V are to
be placed on an \fn x ^fn array (for simplicity, we assume that \/n is an integer).
This array is represented by a grid graph G = (V, E ). Two grid vertices (x\,y{)
and (x2, / ) are said to be neighbour if \x\ — x2\ + \yi — / I = 1- For each vertex
v e V, we denote the set of neighbours of v by Af(v).
Placement and embedding. A placement of the probes is a bijective function
4>: V —*• V that maps each probe to a unique vertex in the grid G. An embedding of
a set of probes V into a deposition sequence D is denoted by e = (ei, e2, ..., en}.
For 1 < i < n, Si is a length-|D| sequence such that (1) el [t] is either D[t] or a space
“ —”; and (2) removing all spaces from gives p%.The hamming distance between
£i and £j measures the border length between pi and pj if they are neighbours in a
certain placement. We define this quantity as the conflict between the embeddings
of pi and pj, denoted by conf£(Pi,Pj)- Note that conf£(Pi,Pj) < 2£. We define the
share between the embeddings of pi and pj as 2 1 —confe(pi,Pj), and denote it by
sharee(pi,pj).
Border length and agreement. The border length of a placement 0 and an
embedding £ is defined as the sum of conflicts between the embeddings of probes
that are neighbours in the placement (pin G:
32

22

(5.1)
P i > P j '■
4>(Pj) e A i(< P (p i))
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The BMP problem is to find a placement </>and an embedding e, so that BL(0, e)
is minimised. We denote the optimal placement and the corresponding optimal
embedding by </>* and e*, respectively. We further define the counter part of border
length, the agreement, which is the sum of shares between the embeddings of probes
that are neighbours in the placement 0 in G:
n,Pj ■

4>(pj) € JV(0 (pi))

(5.2)

The Maximum Agreement Problem (MAP) is to find a placement 4>and an embed
ding e, so that A(4>, e) is maximised. Since A(</>, e) = 4£(n —y/n) —
e) , min
imising the border length BL(</>, e) is equivalent to maximising the agreement A (0, e)
Common subsequence and common supersequence. The border length is
closely related to the common subsequence and common supersequence between
neighbouring sequences in the placement. Consider any two length-^ sequences
p, q, we denote the longest common subsequence and shortest common superse
quence of two sequences p and q by LCS(p, q) and SCS(p, q), respectively, and
the corresponding length as \LCS(p,q)\ and |SCS(p, g)|, respectively. SCS(p,q)
can be obtained by finding LCS(p, q) and inserting into p the characters in q that
are not in LCS(p,q) while preserving the order in q. Therefore, \SCS(p, q)\ =
21 — |LCS(p, g)|. For any embedding e, the maximum number of common depo
sition nucleotides between p and q is \LCS(p, g)|, in other words, conf£(p, q) >
2(£ — \LCS(p,q)\) and sharee(p, q) < 2\LCS(p,q)\. We define the LCS distance
to be 2{I —|LCS(p, q)\), denoted by dist(p, q). In other words, dist(p, q) is a lower
bound of confe(p, q) for any embedding e.
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and Weighted MSA (WMSA). As we
will see in later sections, a variant of BMP problem, named P-BMP (BMP problem
in which the placement is given), can be polynomial time reducible to WMSA.
As a consequence, we can apply the approximation results on WMSA to P-BMP,
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which can be further used as a building block for the approximation for BMP. We
first review the MSA and WMSA problems. MSA and WMSA are computational
biology problems that have been studied extensively [6,11,28,36,81]. Let E be a
set of characters and U = {Ui, U2, ..., Uk} be a set of k sequences, with maximum
length m, over E. An alignment of U is a m! x k matrix

U
J
such that |U[\ = m! and U[ is formed by inserting spaces into Ul. For a given

distance function 5{a, b) where a, b € E U {—}, the pair-wise score of U[ and t/j is
defined as ^2i<y<m'
Ujiv])• Given a weight function w (i,j) for the pair of
sequences Ul and Uj, the weighted sum-of-pair (SP) score

sp(ir» = i

E

y

The WMSA problem is to find an alignment U' such that SP([/', w) is minimised.
WMSA has been proved to be NP-complete. An 0(log2 n)-approximation algo
rithm [97] has been given via a reduction to the minimum routing cost tree problem
(MRCT) [9].
Minimum routing cost tree problem (MRCT). In this problem, a graph with
weighted edges is given. For a spanning tree of the graph, the routing cost between
two vertices is the sum of weights of the edges on the unique path between the two
vertices in the spanning tree. The routing cost of the spanning tree is defined as
the sum of routing cost between every pair of two vertices. The MRCT problem
is to find a spanning tree whose routing cost is minimum. The results in [9] state
that there is a polynomial time reduction from WMSA to MRCT. Each sequence in
the input of WMSA corresponds to a vertex in the input graph of MRCT. The edge
weight between two vertices is set to be the weighted edit distance between the
two corresponding sequences. The reduction result states that (1) there is a routing
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spanning tree r whose routing cost is at most 0(log2 n) times J2 i j w (h 3 )d(i,j)>
where d(i, j) is the edit distance between the two sequences %and j; and (2) there
is an alignment U' whose SP(U',w) is at most the routing cost of r. Note that
j w (i,j)d(i, j) is a lower bound on the weighted SP score. Therefore, the fol
lowing lemma follows.
Lemma 15. [97] There is an O (log2 n) -approximation algorithm for the WMSA
problem, where n is the number of sequences to be aligned.

5.2 The border minimisation problem (BMP)
In this section, we study the BMP problem. In general, we are to find a placement
and an embedding for the given probe set. An 0{y/n log2 n)-approximation algo
rithm is given for BMP (Section 5.2.2), which is based on an approximability result
for a variant of BMP, named P-BMP (Section 5.2.1). At the end of this section, the
case when the array is one-dimensional is also discussed, and we show that BMP
admits better results in this case.

5.2.1 Approximation for P-BMP
We first study the P-BMP problem, a variant of BMP with a placement given in
advance. The concern becomes to find an embedding. We show that P-BMP is
0(log2 n)-approximable by giving a reduction of P-BMP to the weighted multiple
sequence alignment problem (WMSA), for which there is an 0(log2 n)-approximation
algorithm [97].
Lemma 16. There is a polynomial time reduction from P-BMP to WMSA.
Proof. Let 7 be an instance of the P-BMP problem with a given placement <fi. We
construct an instance I' for WMSA such that there is a solution for I with border
length X if and only if there is a solution for I' with a weighted SP score of X .
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Construction of I'. We first show the construction of The input sequence
for WMSA is the same as the input probe set V. The weight ui(i,j) is defined as
follows:
if ¿(pJ-)€A /’(0(Pi)),
otherwise.
The distance function 6 (a, b), for a, b G E U {—}, is defined as follows:
0 if a = b,
S(a, b) = < 1 if a ^ 6 and (a — “ —” or b = “ — ”),
oo otherwise.
Note that the edit distance of two sequences pi and pj in WMSA is the same as
dist(pi,Pj) in BMP.
Solution for I implies solution for Suppose we have a solution for I, i.e.,
an embedding e. Note that e = I : 1 is an alignment for V and the pairwise score
of Ei and £j is exactly confe ( Pi , Pj ) - Therefore,
7

s p {v

',w )

=

l2

=

\

H

1

1<J/<|D|

W (i ’ j ) C Onie ( P i , P j )

= \
=

^ i[y\^ A y\)

confeipuPj)

b l (0,£).

Note that the second last equality is due to the definition of w(i, j), which is based
on the placement <fi.
Solution for /' implies solution for I. On the other hand, suppose we have a
solution for I', i.e., an alignment V =

pi

rnpL

for V and \p[\ = m!, for some m!.

In the alignment V , each column contains the same character or “ — ” because
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of the definition of the distance function 5(a, b). We denote the resulting matrix
as e = • ■ •en). It can be seen that e is an embedding for V and the hamming
distance between e» and £j equals the pair-wise score of p't and p'. Then
(£ 1

BL(0, e)

X)

2

\

conf£{pi,pj)

YL

Pi,Pj-<t>(Pj)&SS(<t>(pi)) i < y < P I

spc p »

s $i[v]>p'j[v])

|j0|

.

Note that the second last equality holds for the same reason as above. Therefore,
the lemma follows.
□
With Lemma 16, the following corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 15.
Corollary 17. The P-BMP problem is 0(log2 n)-approximable.

5.2.2 Approximation for BMP
In this section, we study the BMP problem in which we are to find both the place
ment as well as the embedding to minimise the border length. We give an 0(y/n log2 n)approximation, which makes use of the approximability result for P-BMP (Sec
tion 5.2.1). To make use of the result for P-BMP, we need a certain placement, the
choice of which is guided by some travelling salesman path (TSP) on a particular
graph (to be defined). Note that finding the minimum TSP is NP-hard, yet there is a
polynomial time 0(1)-approximation [21].
The algorithm Place&Embed . The approximation algorithm Place&Embed
is shown in Algorithm 4. The graph Gc constructed in the algorithm is a weighted
complete graph with vertices representing V and edge weight representing dist() be
tween the two vertices. A travelling salesman path (TSP) is obtained from Gc, which
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Figure 5.1: Row-by-row threading of a TSP (solid edges) on a grid. In the placement
formed, solid edges connect neighbours in the placement that are also neighbours
on the TSP and dotted edges otherwise.
we “thread” on the grid G in a row-by-row fashion to form a placement [39]: the
TSP is placed from left to right on the first row, right to left on the second, and then
alternate in the same way in the remaining rows (see Figure 5.1 for an example). In
the placement formed, solid edges in Figure 5.1 connect neighbours in the place
ment that are also neighbours on the TSP while dotted edges connect neighbours in
the placement that are not neighbours on the TSP. We then employ the approxima
tion algorithm in Section 5.2.1. We denote the placement and embedding computed
by Place&Embed as <fi and e, respectively.
Algorithm 4 Place&Embed : Approximation algorithm for BMP.
Input: Probe set V = {pi,P 2 , ■ ■ ■ ,Pn} to be placed on a yfn x y/n array.
Output: A placement <fi and an embedding e for V.
Steps:
1: Construct the weighted complete graph Gc.
2: Find an approximate TSP Q for Gc using algorithm in [21].
3: Thread Q in a row-by-row fashion to obtain a placement <fi.
4: Run the approximation algorithm for P-BMP in Section 5.2.1 (i.e., by reducing
the P-BMP instance to an WMSA instance) to obtain an embedding e.
Analysis. The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem.
Theorem 18. Algorithm PLACE&EMBED is an O(y/n lo g 2 n ) -approximation for
the general BMP problem.
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To analyse the performance of Place&Embed , we need some notations. Re
call that we define for any sequences p,q, dist(p,q) = 2(1 — \LCS(p,q)\). We
overload the notation dist() for any subgraph of Gc. For any subgraph H of Gc, we
define the LCS distance of H, denoted by dist(H), to be the sum of LCS distances
of neighbouring probes in H, i.e., dist (H) = \ J2p>q : q e N (p) in H dist(P> ?)•
As mentioned before in Section 5.1, dist(p, q) is the minimum conflict between
probes p and q. Yet the embeddings needed to achieve dist(p, q) may not be com
patible with each other in a particular placement. For example, consider the place
ment 4>in Figure 1.5, dist(0) = 8 since dist(p, q) = 2 for every neighbouring pair
p, q. Yet the minimum border length is 10 with CTAC as the deposition sequence,
and embeddings (— AC, —TA—,CT— ,C—A—). We summarise this as follows.
Observation 19. Given a placement <p, we have dist(<j)) < BL(f, e), for any embed
ding £.
Observation 19 implies that for the optimal placement <fi* and optimal embed
ding e*, dist(</>*) < BL(0*, £*). To approximate BMP, it suffices to bound the border
length by dist(0*). On the other hand, we make the following observation about a
graph Hi and its subgraph H2. The observation is true since any neighbours in Hx
are also neighbours in H 2 but not vice versa.
Observation 20. Consider any graph Hi and a subgraph H 2 of it. dist(H2) <
dist (Hi).
By Observation 20, we derive the next corollary about the optimal TSP Q* and
the optimal placement f*.
Corollary 21. Suppose Q* is the optimal TSP for Gc. Then, we have dist(Q*) <
dist(cj)*).
Proof. <fi* can be viewed as threading a TSP Q in a row-by-row fashion. By Ob
servation 20, we have dist(Q) < dist(</>*). Since Q* is the optimal TSP for Gc, we
have dist(Q*) < dist(Q) < dist(0*).
□
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It is known that TSP can be approximated by 3/2 (Lemma 22). Therefore,
dist(Q) < 3 dist(Q*)/2.
Lemma 22. [21] The travelling salesman problem admits a 3/ 2-approximation if
the weight satisfies the triangle inequality.
To complete the proof of Theorem 18, it remains to relate BL(</>, e) and dist(Q).
Lemma 23. (i)dist(f) < 2^/ndist(Q); and (ii)

< O (log2 n) dist(fi).

Proof, (i) Suppose Q = {ui,u2, ..., un}. Note that the LCS distance dist() satisfies
the triangular inequality, i.e., dist(ui,Uj) < J2i<k<jrdist(iifc, Uk+i). Neighbouring
probes on Q are also neighbours in <fi but not vice versa. For any two probes u%
and Uj which are neighbours in />, we have 1 < \j — i| < 2y/n. When we sum up
dist(0), dist(ufc, Uk+i), for any k, may be counted more than once, but no more than
2yfn times. Therefore, dist(</>) < 2v/ndist(Q).
(ii) In Step 5.2.2 of algorithm Place&Embed , we reduce the P-BMP instance
with f as the given placement to an WMSA instance. Lemma 16 asserts that the
border length of the resulting embedding obtained is the same as the weighted SP
score of the alignment. Furthermore, we have seen in Section 5.1 that approximation
for WMSA can be found by the approximation for MRCT and the resulting routing
tree has a routing cost, and thus, the weighted SP score, at most 0(log2 n) times the
total weighted edit distance in WMSA. In the proof of Lemma 16, we note that the
weighted edit distance of two sequences is the same as dist() of the two sequences.
As a result, BL(0, e) < 0(log2 n) dist(0).
□
We now complete the proof of Theorem 18.
Proof of Theorem 18. By Lemmas 23, 22, and Corollary 21, we have
BL(<^>, i) < 0 (\/n log2 n) dist(Q)

< 0(v^log2rj) dist(<5*)
<

0

(^/n log2 n) dist(0*).
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Furthermore, Observation 19 holds for all placement, and hence for <fi*, in other
words, dist(0*) < BL(<(>*,£*). Therefore, BL(0, e) < 0(y/n\og 2 n) BL(0*,e*).
□

5.2.3 One dimensional array
In this section, we study the special case on an ID array. Intuitively, the problem is
easier than the 2D case. We show that P-BMP on an ID array can be solved opti
mally in polynomial time while BMP on an ID array admits an 0(1 ^approximation.
P-BMP on ID array. The algorithm Embed I d shown in Algorithm 6 makes
use of a procedure called Extend (see Algorithm 5). Extend takes two se
quences p and q, and a supersequence S of p as input and returns a supersequence
of S and q. Let c = \LCS(p, g)|, x\, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xc be the indices of S correspond
ing to p that belongs to LCS(p, q), and y1} y2, ..., yc be the indices of q that be
longs to LCS(p, q). Extend then extends S by inserting characters in q but not
in LCS(p, q): characters between q[yk-i] and q[yk\ are inserted right before S[xk]
and characters beyond q[yc] are appended to the end of S. Furthermore, Extend
keeps track of the indices of the new S that correspond to q. See Figure 5.2 for an
illustration.
Algorithm 5 Extend : Procedure for computing supersequence.
Input: Two sequences p, q, and a supersequence S of p.
Output: A supersequence of S and q.
Steps:
1: Find LCS(p, q) and set c = \LCS(p, g)|.
2: Set x i,x 2, ■ ■ ■ ,x c be the indices of S corresponding to p that belongs to
LCS(p, q) and y1} y2, ..., yc be the indices of q that belongs to LCS(p, q).
3: Extend S by inserting characters in q but not in LCS(p, q): characters between
q[yk-i ] and q[yk] are inserted right before S[xk] and characters beyond q[yc] are
appended to the end of S.
4: Keep track of the indices of the new S that correspond to q.
Example: Let sequences p = CAT, q = ACT and the supersequence S of p where
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of the procedure E xtend . The shaded squares refer to
characters in LCS(p, q). Characters in q but not in LCS(p, q) are inserted into S so
that the order preserves as in q (indicated by the arrows).
S = CACTG be the input. Extend finds the LCS between p and q which is
AT. Then, xi = 2, x2 = 4 are the indices of S corresponding to p that belongs to
LCS{p, q) and yi = 1, y2 = 3 be the indices of q that belongs to LCS{p, q). Then,
the character C in q needs to be inserted into S before S[x2] which is 5 [4]. As a
result, the new S = CACCTG and indices 2,4, 5 of the new S that corresponds to q
are kept by Extend .
Algorithm 6 Embed I d : Optimal embedding for P-BMP on ID array.
Input: Probe set V = {pi,p2, ■ ■ ■ ,Pn}> placed on a ID array in that order.
Output: An embedding e with minimum border length.
Steps:
1: Set D = pi.
2: For i > 1, call the procedure Extend with pi_lt pi and D as the input to obtain
a new D.
3: For each pit set £j such that z%[y] = D[y} if D[y\ corresponds to a character in
Pi kept track by Extend , and ei[y] = “ —” otherwise.
The algorithm Embed I d takes a probe set V with n probes placed on a ID
array in that order such that pl and pi+i are neighbours, for 1 < i < n, as input.
Embed I d finds a common supersequence D for V iteratively, and an embedding
can then be obtained from D. Initially, D is simply p\. Then, we call the procedure
Extend with pj_i, pi and D as the input to obtain a new D until Embed I d finds
a common supersequence D for all probes in V. For each p^ we define st such that
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e[y\ = D[y) if D[y] corresponds to a character in pt kept track by Extend , and
e[y\ = “ —” otherwise.
Example: Suppose we have a probe set V = {AC, TA, CG, TC} that are placed
on the ID array in that order. Then D starts with AC, changes iteratively to TAC,
TACCG, and the final is TACTCG. Note that the common supersequence obtained
at the end is not necessarily the shortest one. The corresponding embeddings are
(—A C -------), (TA----------- ), (----------- CG), and (--------TC—).
We state the performance of Embed I d .
Theorem 24. EM B ED lD finds an optimal embedding for the P-BMP problem on
ID array in polynomial time.
Proof. We first observe that D constructed in each iteration by Extend is a com
mon supersequence of p i ,..., p i . This is clear from the way Extend finds L C S (j >i _x, p ^)
and then inserts into D those characters in pi that are not in the LCS while preserv
ing the order of appearance as in p^ It also implies that the number of nucleotides
shared by pt-\ and Pi is maintained as | LC S(pi-i, pt)\, which is the maximum pos
sible. Note that this property does not change by later steps. Hence, the border
length of the final embedding is the minimum.
As for time complexity, it is known that longest common subsequence of two
sequences can be found in 0 (£2) time using straightforward dynamic program
ming [41]. E mbed I d finds pair-wise common supersequence forn — 1 time and
inserting characters in each step takes 0(ni) time. As a result, the time complexity
of E mbed I d is 0 (n i max{n, £}). The time complexity can further be improved by
using the 0 (i log £) time dynamic programming [67,91].
□
BMP on ID array. When the placement is not given (i.e., BMP), we can ex
tend the algorithm Embed 1d to find both a placement and embedding for the probe
set V. The approximation algorithm devised is called Place&Embed I d (see Al
gorithm 7). Similar to the case on 2D array (see Section 5.2.2), we first find a
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placement by (i) constructing the weighted complete graph Gc, (ii) finding an ap
proximate TSP Q on Gc, and (iii) threading Q in the TSP order on the ID array to
obtain a placement 0. Given this placement 0, we find an optimal embedding e by
Embed I d . We then show in Theorem 25 that BL(0, e) is at most 3/2 times the
optimal border length.
Algorithm 7 Place &E m bed I d : Approximation algorithm for BMP on ID array.
Input: Probe set V = {pi,P 2 , ■ ■ ■ ,Pn} to be placed on a ID array.
Output: A placement 0 and an embedding e for V.
Steps:
1: Construct the weighted complete graph Gc.
2 : Find an approximate TSP Q for Gc using algorithm in [21].
3: Thread Q in the TSP order on the ID array to obtain a placement 0.
4: Run Embed I d to obtain an optimal embedding e.
Theorem 25. There is a polynomial time algorithm for BMP on ID array with
approximation ratio 3/2.
Proof. Note that on ID array, neighbouring probes on Q are also neighbours in 0
and visa versa. Therefore, dist(0) = dist(Q). Since Embed I d finds the optimal
embedding e with 0 as the given placement, we have BL(0, e) = dist(0) = dist(Q).
Combining with Lemma 22, Corollary 21 and Observation 19, we have
BL(0, e) —
<
<
<

dist(Q)
3dist(Q*)/2
3dist(0*)/2
3BL(0*,e*)/2.

As a result, Place&Embed I d gives a 3/2-approximation for BMP on ID array.
□
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5.3 The maximum agreement problem (MAP)
In this section, we study the counter part of BMP, which is called maximum agree
ment problem (MAP) (recall definition in Section 5.1). In contrast to BMP, we show
that MAP admits constant approximations, regardless of whether the placement is
given in advance or not.

5.3.1 Approximation for P-MAP
We first study the special case of the MAP problem when the placement of probes
is given in advance, i.e., the placement is part of input. The P-MAP problem (MAP
problem with given placement) is to find an embedding to maximise the agreement.
We are going to show that P-MAP admits an 0 ( ^-approximation algorithm. The
algorithm devised is called AEmbed (see Algorithm 8).
Algorithm AEmbed . The algorithm AEmbed (Embed for Agreement) makes
use of procedure Extend in Section 5.2.3. The order of probes to be considered
is determined by a certain tree r with the bottom rightmost probe in G being the
root. To construct r, for each probe p, we assign a parent to the probe, denoted by
parent(p). We denote by r(p) and b(p) the right and bottom neighbours of probe p,
respectively. The probes in the rightmost column and bottommost column have
r{p) = NULL and b(p) — NULL, respectively. We set parent(p) to r(p) or b(p)
depending on whether \LCS(p, r(p))\ or \LCS(p, b(p))\ is larger.
After tree r is constructed, AEmbed finds a common supersequence D for V
by traversing r in a pre-order fashion recursively. Initially, D is set to be the bottom
rightmost probe in the grid G. When a certain depth i is reached, AEmbed calls
the procedure Extend with parent(p), p and D as input. Finally, for each pt, we
define ii such that i t [y] = D[y\ if D[y] corresponds to a character in pt kept track
by Extend , and ¿i[y] = “ —” otherwise.
Figure 5.3 shows an example. Suppose we have a set of probes V = {ACT, CTG,
CAT, GAC, GCC, AAT, TAC, GCT, CTT} placed on a 3 x 3 grid G (see Figure 5.3
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Algorithm 8 AEmbed : Approximate algorithm for P-MAP.
Input: Probe set V = {pi,P 2 , ■ ■ ■ ,Pn} placed on a y/n x yfn array according to a
given placement <p.
Output: An embedding e for V.
Steps:
1: Construct a tree r by assigning parent to each probe p: if \LCS(p,r(p))\ >
\LCS(p,b(p))\ set parent{p) = r(p) else setparent(p) = b(jp).
2: Set D to be the bottom rightmost probe in the grid G.
3: Traverse r in a pre-order fashion: for each probe p traversed, call the proce
dure Extend with parent(p), p and D as input.
4: For each pit set e* such that e%[y] = D[y\ if D[y\ corresponds to a character in
Pi kept track by Extend , and e,[y] = “ —” otherwise.
(a)). The values on the edges represent the length of the longest common subse
quence between the two neighbouring probes. For a probe p, we set parent(p) to
r(p) if \LCS(p, r(p))| > \LCS{p, b(p))\, otherwise set parent(p) = b(p). For ex
ample, the parent of probe p — CTG is set to be r(p) = CAT since\LCS(p, r(p))| >
|LCS(p, b(p))\. As for probe p = GCC, we set parent(p) to b(p) = GCT because
\LCS(j>,b(p))\ > \LCS(p,r(p))\. An arrow from p to g in Figure 5.3 (a) means that
parent(p ) = q. Figure 5.3 (b) shows the tree r constructed by AEmbed with root
CTT. The deposition sequence D starts with the root CTT. Since AE mbed traverses
tree r in a pre-order fashion, the first traversed probe is AAT. E xtend computes
the supersequence for AAT and CTT which is CAATT. Similarly, Extend com
putes the supersequence with the next traversed probe CAT, its parent AAT and the
previous D =CAATT as input, returning new D = CCAATT. In such a way, the
deposition sequence D changes iteratively and finally D = GATACACAATTGC as
shown in Figure 5.3 (c).
In this example, the agreement is 30, while the optimal agreement is no more
than 38 which is twice of the sum of the LCS distances over the edges. The analysis
of the performance of AEmbed is as follows.
Analysis. To analyse the performance of AEmbed , we first observe that in
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Figure 5.3: (a) A set of probes placed on a 3 x 3 grid G. The edge labels are length
of LCS and the arrows point to the parent, (b) The tree t constructed by AE mbed
with root CTT. (c) Iterative changes of the deposition sequence D (character are
drawn to align with the final D.
the final embedding i, the number of nucleotides shared by a probe and its parent
equals to the length of their LCS by the property of E xtend . We then bound the
performance of AE mbed as follows.
Theorem 26. AEMBED is a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm for the
P-MAP problem.
Proof. For the given placement </>and the optimal embedding e*, the optimal agree
ment is:
=

x ; ( duBe«-(p»r (p ) ) +share«-(p»6(p)))-

p€V

We assume share£.(p, q) = 0 if q = NULL. As mentioned in Section 5.1, for any
embedding, the share between the embeddings of probes p, q is at most 2| LCS(p, q)\.
Thus, 2\LCS(p,r(p))\ > share£.(p, r(p)) and 2\LCS(p, b(p))\ > sharee.(p, 6(p)).
Note that
share,?(p,parent(p)) = 2 max.{\LCS(p,r(p))\,\LCS(p,b(p))\}
> ^(share£. (p, r(p)) + share£. (p, b(p))).
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Therefore,
A (<f>,e) =

share,? (p, parent (p))
pev

>

(</>,£*).

Finally, AEmbed rims in polynomial time as the bottleneck is finding longest com
mon subsequences between two sequences. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, the
longest common subsequences of two sequences can be found in time O (llogl).
□

5.3.2 Approximation for MAP
In this section, we study the general MAP problem to find both the placement and
the embedding to maximise the agreement. We prove that the proposed algorithm
APlace&Embed as shown in Algorithm 9 has an asymptotic approximation ratio
of 4.
Algorithm 9 APlace&Embed : Approximation algorithm for MAP.
Input: Probe set V = {pi,P2, ■ ■ ■ ,Pn} to be placed on a y/n x y/n array.
Output: A placement 4>and an embedding e for V.
Steps:
1: Partition V into four disjoint groups G a , G c , G q and GT- a probe belongs
to G a if the number of A in the probe is the maximum over the number of other
characters (similarly for Gc, G q and Gr ).
2: Thread the probes in group G a on the array in a row-by-row fashion, followed
by threading of probes in Gc, Go, and GT to form the placement 4>.
3: For probes in G a , align them such that the maximum number of A are aligned
while different characters are not aligned. This forms a partial embedding ea
with deposition sequence Da. Similarly, find ec, eg, et and Dc, Dg, Dt.
4: Combine Da, Dc, Dg, and Dt to form D (append one after the other).
5: Extend the embeddings ea, ec, eg, et according to D by inserting “ —” in the
columns corresponding to other groups. The union of the extended embeddings
is the resulting embedding e.
Suppose that we are given a probe set V with n probes. Since there are only four
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possibilities for each character in a probe, there must be a particular character such
that the number of the character is at least £/4 in the probe. We make use of this
property to divide V into four groups G a , G g , G g and G t , such that the number of
characters A, C, G, T of each probe in corresponding groups G a , G g , G g , G t is at
least i/A. APlace&Embed first threads the probes in group G a on the array in a
row-by-row fashion, followed by threading of probes in G c , G g , and G t to form the
placement f . Then, APlace&Embed finds an alignment of probes in group G a
such that only characters A are aligned. This forms a partial embedding ea with
deposition sequence Da. Similarly, algorithm APlace&Embed finds ec, eg, e t
and Dc, Dg,D t. The deposition sequences Da Dc, Dg, Dt are concatenated together
by appending one after the other to form the final deposition sequence D. Finally,
we extend the embeddings ea, ec, eg, et according to D by inserting “ —” in the
columns corresponding to other groups. The union of the extended embeddings is
the resulting embedding e.
Figure 5.4 shows an example. Suppose we have a set of probes V = {ACAT,
CTCT, GCAG, ATGT, AATG, GCCA, GGGA, CTTT, GACA} to be placed on a
3 x 3 array (see Figure 5.4 (a)). The probe set V is partitioned into groups G a =
{ACAT, AATG, GACA}, Gc = {CTCT, GCCA}, G g = {GCAG, GGGA} and
Gt = {CTTT, ATGT} (see Figure 5.4 (b)). Then, we thread the probes in group G a
on the array in a row-by-row fashion, followed by threading of probes in Gc, Gg,
and G t to form the placement </>as shown in Figure 5.4 (c). The embedding of each
group is demonstrated in Figure 5.4 (d) and the corresponding deposition sequences
are DA = GACCATTG, Dc = GCTCTA, DG = GCAGGA and DT = CATGTT.
The final deposition sequence D and embedding are displayed in Figure 5.4 (e).
Theorem 27. The asymptotic approximation ratio of APLACE&EMBED is 4.

Proof. Consider the optimal placement <fi* and embedding e*. It is obvious that for
every pair of neighbouring probes p, q, share£(p, q) < 21. There are a total of 2(n —
i/n) pairs of neighbours on the grid in total. Therefore, the optimal agreement
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Figure 5.4: An illustration to APlace&Embed .
A ((f)*, £*) < 4 i(n —y/n).

On the other hand, consider <fi and e returned by A P l a c e & E m b e d . According
to the way we partition the probes into group, for any two probes p, q in a group,
the number of nucleotides that can be shared is at least 1/4. Hence, share,? (p, q) >
2(^/4) = i/2. As we have seen above, there are altogether 2(n — yfn) pairs of
neighbours in the grid. We may not share any nucleotide when the pair belongs
to different groups. According to the way we thread the groups, there are at most
3y/n + 3 such pairs {y/n pairs of vertical neighbours between consecutive groups
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and 3 pairs of neighbours that are the last one in a group and the first one in the
next group). As a result, we have at least 2n — 5y/n — 3 pairs each with shared)
at least 1/2. Therefore, A(0, e) > i{n — 2.5y/n — 1.5). Then A(0,e)/A(<£*,e*)
tends to 4 as A (</)*, e*) tends to infinity. So, the asymptotic approximation ratio
of APlace&Embed is 4.
As for complexity, the bottleneck is to find an alignment in each group such that
the maximum number of character in that group is aligned, which can be done in
polynomial time. Therefore, APlace&Embed also takes polynomial time. □

5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have shown that the border minimisation problem (BMP) is
0(y/n log2 n)-approximable. We further show that a variant of BMP problem, in
which a placement is given in advance (P-BMP), is 0(log2 n)-approximable. On
the other hand, we show that BMP can be defined as the maximum agreement prob
lem (MAP) and we are able to devise O (1)-approximation algorithms for MAP
regardless of whether the placement is given in advance or not.
The BMP problem is believed to be NP-hard with no known NP-hardness proof.
An open question is to derive an NP-hardness proof. Another interesting open ques
tion is to improve the approximation ratio and/or derive inapproximability result.
As mentioned before, there is an exponential time algorithm to compute the optimal
BMP solution. Improving the exponential time algorithm could be useful in practice
and is of theoretical interest.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have studied three problems arising from DNA microarray design
and presented new combinatorial algorithms for the considered problems. In this
final chapter, we will summarise the work and result described in each chapter, and
give some future directions.
In Chapter 3, We have proposed a new approach to select a small set of probes
by using randomisation and demonstrated that such a small set of probes is sufficient
to distinguish each gene from all the other genes in the dataset. We believe that the
proposed approach should be useful in the design of a robust collection of multiple
probes. Another possible direction of study is further investigations on sensitivity
that may lead to more accurate prediction of DNA secondary structure and free
energy models.
In Chapter 4, we investigate a variant of the string barcoding problem in which
the probes have to be chosen from a particular set of probes of cardinality n, such
that an appropriate combination of probes with minimum cardinality is used to dis
tinguish all genes in a dataset <S. We present almost optimal 0(n|«S| log3 n)-time ap
proximation algorithm for the considered problem. An interesting direction would
be the design of fault-tolerant barcodes in which every pair of strings are separated
by two (or more) probes available in the pool of precomputed probes.
In Chapter 5, we show that BMP admits an 0(^/n log2 n)-approximation, where
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n is the number of probes to be synthesised. In the case where the placement is given
in advance, we show that the problem is 0(log2n)-approximable. We also study
a related problem called agreement maximisation problem (MAP). In contrast to
BMP, we show that MAP admits a constant approximation even when placement is
not given in advance. The border minimisation problem is believed to be NP-hard
with no known NP-hardness proof. An open question is to derive an NP-hardness
proof. Another interesting open question is to improve the approximation ratio
and/or derive inapproximability result. Improving the exponential time algorithm
to compute the optimal BMP solution is also challenging, which could be useful in
practice and is of theoretical interest.
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